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This study aims at explicating the journalistic attitude of various
types of newspaper in Hong Kong through- their handling of Government news.
In journalism, there exists two competing professional models: the
gatekeeper model and the advocacy model. An objectivity-advocacy continuum
derived from these two models, is constructed to define the parameter of
journalistic attitude. Also, there are two logics in journalism (the
political logic and the economic logic) which serve to determine the
institutional nature of various newspapers. Two situational contexts
for reporting, the routine mode and the crisis mode, are also proposed.
By integrating these three bipartite variables, we can generate four kinds
of journalistic attitude which are defined by the newspapers' institutional
nature and the reportorial mode.
It is hypothesized that a newspaper's journalistic attitude and the
role it plays are related to its institutional nature. More specifically,
commercial newspapers (comprising the elite and the popular ones) tend to
stress objectivity while political newspapers (comprising the leftist and
the rightist ones) tend to embrace advocacy.
In the daily routine operations, it is found that the elite-commercial
and the rightist-political newspapers give more favourable treatment (in
terms of coverage and editorial control.) to government news, while the
popular-commercial and the leftist-political newspapers give it less
favourable treatment. This can be accounted for by various newspapers'
degree' of organizationness and their respective views towards the news
value of government news. On the other hand, in the reporting of the
Illegal Immigrants Issue in 1980 (which- can be regarded as a crisis),
both the elite-commercial and the popular-commercial newspapers gave
significant coverage to the Issue, supported the Government, blamed the
illegal immigrants, and labelled it as only a social issue. But the
leftist-political and the rightist-political newspapers went against
Government's new policy, showed sympathy to the illegal immigrants, and
tried to politicize the Issue.
2This analysis shows that press politics of Hong Kong is composed
of three elements: (1) the residual Chinese party politics (2) the force
of commercialization and (3) Hong Kong Government's press policy. These
elements, together, may explain the existence of large amount of publications
in Hong Kong, the .phenomenon of media pluralism, and the problem of low
quality of the local press. It seems doubtful to regard opinions printed
on the newspapers as public opinion the newspaper readers are advised
to read between the lines-and to compare different newspapers' news stories
in order to grasp the social reality.
How the Government controls information so as to gain legitimacy is
an interesting topic for further discussion. Also, the discussion on the
concept of journalistic paradigm may yield significant contributions
to the field of sociology of knowledge and the sociology of mass
communication.
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1CHAPTER
INTRODUCTIOT
This thesis is a gatekeeping study with emphasis on various
factors affecting.the newsmaki.ng process. We would try to identify
those major factors, discuss their relative effects, specify the
conditions of application, and integrate them into a conceptual
framework. An empirical investigation of the proposed theories and
hypotheses in the context of Hong Kong will then follow, and after that
a discussion of its implications on the newsmaking process will be
Riven to conclude the thesis.
In this chapter some approaches towards the study of news will be
proposed. Among the major ones are the mirror theory, the conspiracy
theory, and the social construction theory*. Emphasis will be put on
the social construction theory which stresses the importance of the
influence of social factors in the newsmaking process.
The organization of this thesis will also be outlined.
21.1 Theories of News
We cannot make every acquaintance with reality to obtain personal.
knowledge instead we usually gain knowledge about the world in a second-
hand way (Park, 1940). News, consequently, becomes a must in modern
living: it brings us not only knowledge about our surroundings but also
provides basis for discussion, guides us to make more rational decisions,
and, more importantly, it continually defines and redefines our cognitive
and mental structures.
But where does news come from? On what basis do we decide what is
news? In fact there are many theories to explain the selection of news
stories.
One of them is the event-centered approach which regards news as
neutral information about the world. News is the mirror of. reality.
This mirror theory holds that significant events are immediately
reported with negligible influence from the communicators, channels,
and the audience. But this mirror metaphor began to weaken in the 1960s
critics such as Epstein (1973:13-25) had raised severe but valid criticisms
on this view.
A view from the other extreme sees news practice as conspiratorial
acts to cover facts, spread ideologies and maintain vested interests 1
News, as seen from this perspective, is primarily an ideological apparatus
to foster interests of the power elites (Mills, 1959).
Still another group of people advocates a distinct theorization
towards news. Tuchman (1978b) does not subscribe to the mirror theory
3nor the conspiracy one. News, to Tuchman, is perhaps not a good
sampling of the reality. News as a socially constructed reality
does not necessarily have any conspiratorial purposes, but can be
regarded as a strategic response to organizational and occupational
needs (Tuchman, 1974). For example, journalists tend to reconstitute
the everyday world by the method of typification and protect themselves
by appealing to reportorial objectivity. Molotch and Lester (1974a)
also share this view and put emphasis on organizational constraints
in the newsmaking process. They think that news is not to be reported
but made, not as reflections of the world out there but as bad
clinical records. They go further to a new approach to mass media:
to look not for reality but for purposes which underlie the strategies
of creating one reality instead of another. (p. 111).
These different views of news acquire different positions in the
mirror-conspiracy continuum, with each of them carries some truth.
However, they all fall short of completeness. In fact, News might be
conceptualized as a complex product which constructs (not reflect) part
(not whole) of the reality with varying degree of ideological inputs
it shows multi-dimensionalities in which it is commodity for media
bosses, creative piece for reporters, knowledge for readers, and
ideological carriers for critics. News, admittedly, is a summation of
facts, ideologies, motives, and organizational pressures.
If we accept this more realistic view of news, it becomes clear
that the naive mirror theory and the dogmatic conspiracy theory are
inadequate in explaining the complex reality of newsmaking. Now the
question begins: to what extent does news reflect the reality? fiat
4are the mechanisms of news flow and how different factors affect the
production of news? The social construction theory seems to provide
more promising answers. It takes various factors into account and adopts
a middle-range approach, which lies in between grand ideological theories
and individual psychological theories. Following this line of analysis,
this study examines how part of the constellation of forces around the
press function to affect the final form and content of news, (Lewin, 1947:
145). More specifically, it is a study of how reportorial objectivity
of the press is affected by its institutional nature. It is hoped
that this would shed light on the understanding of the newsmaking process.
1.2 Organization of Thesis
The following chapters are designed to fulfill the outlined goal.
Chapter 2 is a survey on the literature of gatekeepi.ing studies. Two
major controversies (the two. journalistic models and the two operation
logics) will be discussed. A proposed synthesis of the opposing views
tries to clarify the situation and to guide our further analyses.
Chapter 3 is a report on the communication context of Hong Kong.
Various components of political communication, including history, ideology,
press structure and the Government will be presented to provide the study
with a socio-historical setting. The next two chapters deal with what
the author termed routine mode and.crisis mode of news operation.
Definitions, research methods, procedures and findings will be shown.
Finally there will be a discussion to highlight several significant areas
of our concern, including government legitimacy and media control,
dynamics of the press, nature of public opinion, and the so-called
journalistic paradigm. 11
5CHAPTER
JOURNALISTIC ATTITUDE: TWO MODES OF NEWS OPERATION
This chapter summarizes two major controversies in journalism.
Synthesis will be made and a typology of journalistic attitude will
be presented.
Section 2.1 outlines the gatekeeper model and the advocacy model.
Their origins, characteristics and implications will be discussed.
Section 2.2 discusses the economic logic and 'the political logic.
It shows:
(1) the mechanisms to fulfill business requirements of newsmaking
(2) different levels of political influence on the press: government
control, party linkage, and political ideology.
Section 2.3 is a distinction between the crisis mode and the
routine mode of news reporting.
Synthesis of the two models and the two logics of journalistic
practice yields a typology of journalistic attitude, which is defined
by four roles of the press: (1) messenger (2) gatekeeper (3) manager
and (4) lawyer.
62.1 Gatekeeper Model verses Advocacy Model
A major controversy in journalism deals with what roles journalists
should play in their treatment of news Morris Janowitz (1975) has
differentiated the gatekeepers and the advocates from each other.
These two types of journalist, descriptively and prescriptively, represent
two models in journalistic practice.
The Gatekeeper Model
Western journalism has its roots in a scientific tradition and a
libertarian philosophy. Despite many reforms in the history of Western
journalism, professionalism and the cult of objectivity have remained
as two defining characteristics (Schudson, 1978 Schiller, 1979).
Journalists believe that they could apply the canon of scientific methods
to increase objectivity and enhance effectiveness in their work. It is
a widely accepted view among journalists to conceive their role as a
professional communicating facts for public good. To search for a
professional status and the maturation of the ideology of objective
reporting have marked the rise of the gatekeeper model, which has gained
popularity since World War 1.
Objectivity is the totem of the gatekeeper model. As Merrill and
Lowenstein (1979:202) put it, the.gatekeeper model holds that objectivity
is an ideal, a goal or desire,. largely reachable, on the part of the
journalist which forces him to try to be fair, accurate, balanced,
dispassionate, uninvolved, unbiased, and unprejudiced. To strive for
objectivity, objectivists stress the importance of technical expertise
and the role of a spectator in social processes.
7Objectivists usually hold a distinct conception of their client
relationships. They assume a self-correcting system of social and
political control, take journalists as information messengers, and
regard their clients as rationalists capable to pursue their own
interests. In the American context, Johnstone et al. (1973) found
that neutral journalists are usually older, have shorter period of
formal schooling, and work in small community settings.
We can delineate at least three implications from the gatekeeper
model. First. is that neutral journalists have a higher tendency to
respect authorities. This is because journalists have to maintain good
relationships with news sources to ensure continous flow of information
from them.. Having the quality to attract popular interests, authorities
are usually under the spotlight. Thus, one strategy for journalists is
to act according to the news formula that names and class count.-
(Gieber, 1960) Carey (1969) has also observed that objective reporting
leading to routinization normally supports interests of the source.
The second implication follows logically from the first. Inclination
to authorities has led neutral journalists support the status quo. As
Janowitz (1952) and Breed (1958) have concluded, neutral journalism is
oriented to news which binds social order together rather than to that
which generate conflicts and dissent. In other words, neutral journalists
are consensus-oriented. Carey (1969) even goes further to make a joke
that it is as if a silent conspiracy has been undertaken between the
government and the press.
The third implication is related to what we call logic of journalistic
8operation. It is hypothesized that in response.to organizational needs
and pressures, neutral journalists will tend to confirm to economic
logic, which emphasizes efficiency and effectiveness of newsmaking.
The Advocacy Model
The advocacy model can be traced back to the muckraking tradition
of American journalism. Advocates usually regard themselves as crusaders
searching for facts which defy organized interests and corrupting forces.
Criticisms towards an obssessively objective and socially complacent
style of journalism have been growing by the end of World War II, and,
the advocacy view has generally begun to gain popularity especially after
the agitation and. unrest of the 1960s.
Advocates .hold a vastly different set. of views towards reality and
reportage. First, they regard the widely acclaimed objectivity as a
myth, an impossible goal to achieve, mere rhetoric, hold over from an
earlier 'non-scientific' two-valued orientation. (Merrill and Lowenstein,
1979:202) In Tuchman's words, objectivity is a strategic ritual to
mitigate continual pressures from both within and without the individual
and the organization (Tuchman, 1972). Strategic ritual refers to the
tactical routine procedures which are used to anticipate attack or to
deflect criticisms. Judd (1961) also states that the emphasis on objectivity
is a cloak for the exercise of journalists' judgement which would lead to
superficial reporting. Even worse, some of them proclaim that objectivity
in reporting is impossible, or at least doubtful, and the search for
objective reality would only lead to retreat from personal and political
responsibilities.
9Advocates stress the importance of the surveillance function of
news media. They think that news is not objectively out there to be
reported it has to be creatively worked out by active journalists.
Hence, the role of journalists should not be a detached spectator but
an active participant. Professional responsibility is far more important
than technicalities. Thus the issue of confidentiality becomes crucial:
advocate-journalists see themselves as representing the public or in the
interest of the underpriviledged social groups they tend to believe in
the absolute confidentiality of their sources.
Advocates also think that any journalist must be conditioned to be
nonobjective by numerous factors (such as experience, intelligence, and
education), and must also be selective according to one's own personal
ideological values. Furthermore, detachment is an unrealistic assumption.
A reporter has to become involved in his story in order to get the meaning
out of it, and to guide h-i. direction by providing perspectives. To them,
the reporter's opinions actually determine his entire reportorial
activity.
In contrast with the neutral journalists, participant journalists
generally are younger, better educated, and work in large cities.
Consequently, there are several implications in the advocacy model.
First, participant journalists usually have an anti-authority overtone,
especially distrustful of the government. They want to uncover the
truth which might have been kept by the authorities. Second, they
advocate social reforms and act as crusaders and reformers, though they
are aware of the barriers to socio-political change and the difficulties
10
that certain segments of the society have to overcome in order to achieve
their legitimate self-interests (Janowitz, 1975). Third, according to
the advocates' beliefs and attitudes, they would defy organizational
constraints and be prone to political logic which stresses the importance
of truth-uncovering, crusading, and reforming roles of the journalist.
Table 2.1 summarizes various characteristics of the gatekeeper model
and the advocacy model.
Table 2.1 Characteristics of Gatekeeper Model and Advocacy Model
Gatekeeper Model Advocacy Model
Tradition: 1. Scientific, 1. Muckraking,
libertarian critical
2. Popular around 2. Reactivated after World War
World War I II, especially in 1960s
1. Objectivity as ideal 1. Objectivity as myth, ritualBasic views
2. Stress technical 2. Stress professional
responsibilityexpertise
3. Differentiate fact 3. Hard to differentiate,
from opinion also not necessary
4. Reporter as crusader,4. Reporter as spectator
reformermessenger
1. YoungerBackground of 1. Older
reporter:
2. More educated2. Less educated
3. Work in cities3. Work in communities
1. Anti-authority tendencyImplications: 1. Respect authorities
2. For social reforms2. For status quo
3. Premacy on political ideal$3. Premacy on profits
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2.2 Economic Logic verses Political Logic
Some of the forces affecting the newsmaking process are external to
the news organizations, such as government licensing, press laws, advertising
and press council. But some others are internal, which can further be
differentiated into institutional, organizational, and .individual levels
of analysis. The external forces are not the primary focus and also beyond
the scope of this thesis. Also, we are not going to consider individual
factors (i.e. idiosyncratic and social characteristics of reporter)
because their influences are more or less incorporated in the inter-
organizational forces (Breed, 1975 Judd, 1961 Sigelman, 1973).
Our emphasis will be on the influence of institutional and organizational
forces on newsmaking. Institutional forces mainly refer to the special
nature of news production, while organizational forces concern the
requirements posed by every organization to make itself operate efficiently,
such as the hierarchy, division of labour, reference groups, rules and
regulations, etc.
Here we try to identify two macroscopic variables and see how each
of them affects the processing of news and the final news output. One is
the economic variable the other is the political variable (Epstein, 1974).
These two variables are not orthogonal to each other but are two interacting
dimensions of the press. This thesis tries to argue that the newsmaking
process is generally guided by varying degrees of the economic logic
and the political logic.
The Economic Logic
Economics generally refers to the consideration of costs, benefits,
12
resources, prices and the market. News organizations have to fill up
daily news holes, minimize risks by reducing uncertainties, and satisfy
both the advertisers and the readers.
There are two institutional characteristics which determine how news
is processed and presented. First is the business nature of news enterprise.
From a systemic perspective (De Fleur and Ball-Rokeach, 1975), news
organizations have to attract the greatest possible amount of readers so
as to sell news spaces to advertisers at higher prices. Externally they
have to satisfy all other sub-systems (government, advertisers and the
public), while internally they have to operate in a framework of intense
competition.
rihe other characteristic of news organization is uncertainty. Every
organization has to face certain degree of uncertainty. However, news
organizations have to face much higher degree of uncer.ta..inty.than other
organizations. Tunstall (1972) has termed news organizations as non-
routine bureaucracy in the sense that (1) journalists have to encounter
higher number of exceptual cases (2) the nature of the search process is
not systematic, logical or analytical thus (3) one has to rely on uncodified
sort of personal experience to deal with possibilities of all kinds (p.263).
The nature of newsgatheri_ng is non-routine, but the organization is
bureaucratically oriented. For example, it has to meet deadlines everyday,
to reduce psychic stresses derived from uncertainty, and to get things done
economically. To meet these requirements, some kind of organizational
arrangements have to be set up, no matter consciously or unconsciously.
At least five organizational mechanisms are functioning in the news
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organizations so as to fulfill the business requirements and the certainty
demand. First is the stress on the importance of professionalism. To the
journalists, professionalism serves not only as an instrument to uplift
their professional status but also as a shield from attacks within and
without the organization. Moreover, it gives them guidelines to follow
so that they can reduce their psychic uncertainty. Elliott (1978) argues
that professionalism is ...the result of changes in the organization and
market of the press. The investment of capital necessary to serve mass
markets has made it more and more necessary that journalism should be
produced as a predictable, marketable commodity. (p.186)
The second mechanism is the organizational processing of the news
staff. Sigelman (1.973) has identified three organizational processes
that would lead to conflict avoidance. They are selective recruitment,
socialization, and organizational control. Selective recruitment refers
to the fact that organizations would tend to attract applicants who are
in general accord with their own editorial policies, while newsmen would
self-selectively apply for a position in the right newspaper. Socialization,
though highly diffuse and informal, does have effects in promoting
homogeneity through informal contacts, editorial revisions and conferences.
Organizational control is an additional measure to ensure employees to
perform according to policy norms. These organizational processes, according
to Sigelman, serve as lubricants to help the organization operate more
smoothly.
The other mechanism is what Tuchman called routinization. She
proposed that in order to provide news acoounts the organization must be
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able to recognize an occurrence as a news event, facilitate modes of
reporting to process that occurrence, and schedule work in time and space
so that news events can be routinely encountered and processed (Tuchman,
1977). Routinization comprises several procedures. First is the
categorization of all events-as-news into hard news, soft news, spot news,
developing news, and continuing news.' Then, the newsmen further typify
the raw materials they get to generate meanings for the classification
in the situations of their use (Tuchman, 1973). An institutionalized
news-net. (Tuchman, 1978b) is spread to ensure events generated by the
covered institutions will be caught by the net's grid in an economic way.
The temporal anchoring of the news-net also helps the organization.
distribute manpower among different times in a day.
Nlolotch and Lester (1974) also share Tuchman's conception of news
as a constructed reality. They propose that news product can be seen as
the result of practical, purposive, and creative activities according to
the needs of those with access to the media. This process of news creatioi
is a kind of accounting prodedures which leads to a typology of event types
routines, accidents, scandals, and seredipitous events. These acts of
standardization and stereotyping (Darnton, 1975) enable the organization
to produce news products routinely without much uncertainty.
The fourth mechanism is the journalists' context of work. Darnton
(1975) sees the structural context of newswork as an organizational device
to create certain norms to be followed by all news staff. These structura
reinforcement by assigning, editing, and the situating of stories.
elements include internal competition, value system, and system of
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Finally is the standardized techniques of story-telling (Darnton,
1975). Big stories usually develop in special patterns and have an archaic
flavour. After receiving an assignment, the reporter usually goes to search
for relevant materials among earlier stories in the morgue. Then he will
make a few phone calls and perhaps do some-legwork. What follows is the
categorization of the acquired information into hard news' features,
etc. Finally comes the writing of the story according to some pre-determined
formulae such as the conventional SW1H.
In this way, there are two consequences follow from these organizational
mechanisms. First, it enables the newspapers to be published smoothly.
Second, various existing systems are maintained: the elites and the public
are happy with the arrangements, and favourable statuses of the news people
can also be maintained (Breed, 1955).
In his study of the American network news, Epstein (1974) found that
news is a much more economically rational and systematic operation than
it is generally assumed to be. (p.129) To sum up,
... it is primarily the economic logic that determines when the
news will be scheduled, and thus, to a large extent, what type
of audience will see it. This logic also dictates the amount of
money and resources that can be used for seeking out, covering
and producing news stories, which in turn structures in no small
measure the time and space that can be routinely covered.
Economics further effectively limit the range of choice of news
executives and correspondents in selecting subjects. (p.130)
The Political Logic
Parallel to the economic logic, there exists the political logic
which partly defines the parameters of news operation. For analytical
purpose, we shall discuss three aspects of it: (1) government control
(2) party linkages and (3) political ideology.
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Besides the economic logic, Epstein. (1973) has portrayed another
dimension of journalistic influence, namely the political ground rules.
These political ground rules are basic relations between government and
the media which establish the minimum conditions of existence for the
media. The rules and regulations imposed by the political authority set
limits on news operation. This makes the news organizations vulnerable
as well as dependent on government regulations. Political vulnerability
forces the news executives become exceedingly sensitive to the operation
and the general direction of their news. They can only play within the
limits the organization's apple-cart must not be upsetted (Epstein,
1973:75).
Furthermore, under this kind of political pressure, news organizations
tend to cooperate with the government. They might literally turn their
facilities over to a certain government agency which controls the show,
or give priority to the government-sponsored events. A process of self-
censorship also develops, creating certain degree of consensus between
them and render government control invisible-
Merrill and Lowenstein (1978), in the discussion of media freedom
and government control, have presented a classification of control of
information in America. The punitive laws protect individuals and
organizations from libel, invasion of copyright and privacy, fraud,
sedition, and obscenity. Other regulations prevent access to information
by all levels of government ranging from municipal bodies to the U.S.
Congress. There are also pressures against information which is legally
harmless but is discomforting or embarrassing to the government, business
or individuals. Factors facilitating these pressures include government
17
ownership of the media, licensing, government advertising, tax powers,
marginal press units, and the press councils. Media bosses and news
executives, in their operation of the news organizations, must take
into consideration of these kinds of political rules of the media game.
The second aspect of the political logic bears a relationship with
party politics. Seymour-Ure (1974) has proposed certain connections
between newspapers and. party systems. He gives three reasons to explain
the significance of this relationship. One is that there have been very
obvious historical associations between press and party systems. (p.157)
For example, in Britain, France, Germany, Russia :and Scandinavia, the
growth of competing political parties in the nineteenth century was widely
paralleled by the rise of newspapers supporting them. The second reason
is that the press in widely varying types of political system is given
a role explicitly or implicitly that connects it to party. (p.157)- This
is true both in Britain, Russia, Nazi Germany, and. China. In the late
Ching period of China, the primary function of the press became serving
as a tool for the politicians and intellectuals to comment on national
politics. Media wars between the revolutionaries and the monarchies,
especially in Shanghai, were good illustrations (Tsang, 1973). (See
chapter 3 for more details.) The third reason is that the functions of
parties are highly compatible with-the capabilities of newspapers.
Newspaper as a focus of activity and an instrument of political education
is not only useful but essential.
Seymour-Ure gives definition to this party-press parallelism:
a newspaper is defined as 'paralleling' a party if it is closely linked
to that party by organization, loyalty to party goals and the partisanship
18
of its readers. A press system can be defined as paralleling a party
system when such links exist between each newspaper and a party.', (p.173)
The linkage between press and party systems will become clearer with the
introduction of the number of newspapers and parties.
The relationships between newspapers and party systems vary in
different situations. Seymour-Ure explicates both the characteristics
of press systems and of party systems to highlight the surrounding
circumstances. Characteristics of press systems include political
culture, geography, social structure, and economic factors. On the
other hand, characteristics of party systems include number and relative
strength of parties, party goals and ideology, social bases of support
for parties, party structure, and functions and weight of party in the
political system.
Particularly relevant to our study is the number of parties involved.
Seymour-Ure says that organizational links between newspapers and parties
usually exist. In no-party systems the press typically is left in private
ownership but is supervised by the government. In this case, the press
usually reflects the interests of powerful individuals and groups. In
military regimes that have supplanted party, submerged parallelism
may exist. This is why in Ghana, Greece, Indonesia, Nigeria and Peru
no-party systems exist in which the organization and goals of the press
continue to parallel a previous party system.. In one-party systems,, the
press typically is linked very closely to the party both in organization
and in goal loyalty. For systems of more than one party, parallelism is
stronger in multi-party systems than in two party systems, but less strong
than in one-party systems.
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Since the end of the Second World War, though party-press parallelism
has been declining in the advanced capitialist countries, the relationship
is still significant (Hoyer, 1975). This is even more significant in the
Third World countries. In these countries newspapermen usually want to
realize their dreams of greater racial identity and dignity., Hence their
focus is centred on the demands of political and national persuasion and
propaganda. This is clearly shown by the case of Nigeria (Omu, 1978).
Another corroborating evidence is from the press in the Arab World (Rugh,
1979). In these countries, the type of press system is by no means merely
the accidental by-products of political realities but is itself an object
of political calculations.
The third aspect of the political logic lies in the area of political
consciousness. Political ideology represelits a set of assumptions,
attitudes and theories which affects the conception of politics and
determines political behaviours.
In the daily operation of the news organizations, party identification
does have effects on both the structural and ideological aspects of the
newsmaking process. Structurally speaking, it determines what types of
news.are to be printed, what kinds of people are to be recruited,
which news beats are to be followed, etc. Put differently, party
identification has been fused with organizational principles of the
newspaper. It ideologically defines the news sense of the journalists,
influences the news judgement and even determines the angles of story
writing
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2.3 Synthesis: Routine Mode and Crisis Mode
As Carey (1969) has observed, objective reporting was the fetish of
American journalism in the period of rapid industrialization. The
development of this form of journalism was originally grounded in a
purely commercial motive: the need of the mass newspaper to serve
politically heterogeneous. audiences without alienating any significant
segment of the audience. (p.32) This commercially grounded strategy was
further rationalized into a canon of professional competence and an
ideology of professional responsibility.
Phillips (1977) goes further to state that given the need to reach
people of diverse backgrounds and interests, objective reporting is a
sensible strategy for media managers as well as Journalists. Economically
speaking, the news business is first of all a business. Hence adopting
the fact-speak-for-themselves strategy is much better than offering
interpretations of events. This is because this would avoid controversy
which in turn avoid offending the news consumers. Secondly, to dig for
the patterns, trends and whys of events are much more expensive in terms
of staff resources than having the reporters cover regular beats.
Similarly, from an organizational point of view, the news media are set
up to produce on a strict time schedule. Objective reporting helps to
routinize work, thus permits editors to fill the newsholes without much
difficulties. Furthermore, objective reporting is usually one-person
reporting which is more economical than analytical reporting, which usually
entails costly team efforts. Another organizational factor which tends to
promote objective reporting is the news format. For example, the inverted
pyramid helps reporters to plan their work and judge their outputs by
shared criteria.
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Hence, it is obvious that economic logic is on the side of objective
reporting.
On the other hand, partisan journalism also bears some kind of
relationship with the political logic. As discussed above, participant
journalists are more aware of the power imbalance in society and tend
to playa lawyer role in news reporting. They generally suspect the
government, and feel that it. is their responsibility to expose information
which government agencies labelled as confidential. They usually hold
strong political ideologies and tie with political. parties. In a survey
conducted by Chan (1981), 55% of the city reporters in Hong Kong admit
that they have party identifications. It is interesting to note that in
Hong Kong there is no significant political party but the press system is
politically divided into at least two main camps. Identification with
the press' party identification is almost equivalent to identification
with a certain party ideology. In his survey, Chan found that reporters'
party identification showed strong relationship with the party identification
of the press they were working for (Gamma=+0.65). This kind of political
ties among participant journalists generally exists, and is generally
more pronounced in the Third World. countires because politics is not only
the centre of daily concern but has already become an integral part of
the journalists' consciousness.
Before we try to relate the above said models and logics, let us
first differentiate another dualistic variable to furnish our discussion
with further details. This is a situational variable describing the
context of news reporting-- the reportorial mode. It is hypothesized
that there are broadly two reportorial modes, namely the routine mode
and the crisis mode.
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The Routine Mode
The routine mode is characterized by the values of objective reporting
and economic considerations of the organization. Molotch and Lester (1974)
have given a quite detailed analysis of routine events in news operation.
In the routine mode, events are (1) happenings which are purposively
accomplished and (2) people who undertake the happening are identical with
those who promote them into event. Manela (1971), in an analogous typology
of events, provides an additional criterion to identify routine events:
(3) how well they fit ongoing formal organization rules and routines.
Examples of this type of events are press. conference releases. Gitlin
(1980) has addressed the same phenomenon but with different phrasing: it
is how well the journalistic hegemony operates in terms of media routines.
Molotch and Lester further provide three subtypes of routine event
with respect to news promoters' accessibility: (1) those where the event
promoters have habitual access to news assemblers (2) those where the
event promoters are seeking to disrupt the routine access of others to
assemblers in order to make events of their own and (3) those where the
access is afforded by the fact that the promoters and news assemblers are
identical. (p.107) In these categorizations, respective examples are
government news releases, protests and ceremonies, and accidents.
The Crisis Mode
Participatory values and political imperatives are the defining
characteristics of the crisis mode of journalistic reporting. In this
mode of reporting, certain socio-political crises are happening which
automatically attract journalists' attention. Political crises, according to
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Gitlin (1980), usually share the following commonalities: (1) alternative
or oppositional world views are present to interpret an issue (2) the
authority tries to label competing views (or the undesirable issue itself)
as deviance capable of disrupting social order (3) but the deviant
views are to some extent verified, leading to the rise of challenges
towards the authority which begins to be regarded as incompetent or
unreliable. The Jubilee School Affair in Hong Kong is an example
of such crisis (Chan, 1981).
Goldlust (1980) arrives at similar conclusions in his study of the
Air Traffic Controller Strike in Australia. Ile points out that a crisis
occurs when something has shaken the fundamental structure or value. The
media, in response, would try to label the event as socially destructive
and call for actions to stop this deviant behaviour.
Based on the knowledge of the above discussion, we propose a typology
to conclude the relationships :among these three sets of concepts.
















In table .2.2, institutional nature of the press is cross-tabulated
with journalistic mode, producing four roles! for the press: messenger,
gatekeeper, manager, and lawyer. These four roles correspond to four
types of journalistic attitude which .are explications or the two models.
As in the table, the gatekeeper model (stressing objectivity) and the
advocacy model (stressing advocacy) stand on the two extremes of a
continuum. The four roles of the press situated ordinally in between
the extremes. Definitions and measurements of the variables will be
presented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
POLITICS AND COMMUNICATION: THE HONG KONG STYLE
This chapter describes some aspects of politics and communication
in Hong Kong. It, sets out to give a communication context for our
further discussion. Section 3.1 describes the following:
(1) the political apathy of Hong Kong people
(2) the local party system and the exogenous CCP and KMT influences
(3) the role of the Government in Chinese political disputes.
Section 3.2 describes the press structure and ideology:
(1) the press history of contemporary China
(2) the rising force of commercializat .on
(3) Hong Kong's prosperous press industry as a free opinion market.
Section 3.3 discusses the changing role of the Government in
influencing public opinion:
(1) the harsh but seldomly enforced media laws
(2) the Government's free press policy and the dissemination of
government information.
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3.1 The Post-Colonia.1 Context
Hong Kong has long been considered both a political puzzle and
an economic miracle. Since many of the phenomena in Hong Kong can be
regarded as reactions to the socio-economic-political context, it is
necessary to have a general understanding of the post-colonial context
before we try to analyze and explain some media. phenomena.
Hong Kong is a small city located in the south-east corner of Mainlan
China. Since 1842, Hong Kong has become a British colony under the Treaty
of Nanking.. However, it is not totally correct to conceptualize Hong Kong
as a traditional colony. As Harris (19'118:13) puts it, Hong Kong is
(legally) a colony, but it has none of the conventional attributes of a
colony. In fact, in 1972 the United Nations General Assembly's Special
Committee on Independence for Colonial Countries and People declared that
Hong Kong and Macau were under the sovereignty of China and therefore
should be removed from the list of territories deemed to be colonial
in status. Both the British and the Chinese unmistakably know that
nowadays Hong Kong does not represent a colonial seizure of territories
by a strong power from a weak nation. The will of China over the future
of Hong Kong is determining the British are but managers of a borrowed
place in borrowed time. Practically speaking, what remains colonial is
the formal political structure, but it is gradually blurred by the trend
of staff localization.
The local political culture can reflect the political history of
Hong Kong and the Mainland. Almond and Powell (1966:50) have given
political culture a succinct definition: Political culture is the pattern
of individual attitudes and orientations toward politics among members of
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a political system. In Hong Kong, political culture can be described
by political apathy of the Chinese people (Lau, 1977 King, 1975
Hoadley, 1973). As political scientists argue, a subordinate group which
is considered to be politically apathetic will not be expected to
challenge the authority and decision-making prerogatives of the dominant
group, and the degree of legitimacy granted to the dominant group will
also be correspondingly low. This common apathy in Hong Kong can be
explained by the refugee experience of the people, the rising living
standards, the efficient Government administration, the co-option of
disaffected leaders, etc.
Peter Harris (1978) has called Hong Kong as an administrative
no-party state. This is because I-long Kong has no formal party system
of its own. Although there are seven registered local associations in
Hong Kong, they are all apolitical in nature3 Only four of them are
registered as political parties, while the other three are registered
as clubs and associations. Furthermore, only two of the seven--
the Reform Club and the Civic Association-- have put up candidates in
the Urban Council elections. However, even these two parties do not
play in resemblence to the Western political parties. The Urban Council
is just an administrative body, not a. political platform to fight for
powers. Moreover, these parties are insignificant both in terms of
their powers and functions in the eyes of the general public.
In contrast, the exogenous political forces are of much higher
significance to the local socio-political scene. Although both CCP and
KMT do not register with the Government, they operate either underground
or by means of some socially more acceptable institutions. These institutions
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include schools, labour unions, business firms, media organizations, etc.
These two political forces arc important to Hong Kong's stability and
change as evidenced by the bloody Riot of 1956 (by the rightists), the
Riot of 1967 (by the leftists), and the yearly celebration routines in
the respective national days on October. 1 and October 10.
Chinese citizens' apathy towards politics applies not only to local
affairs but also to the party politics of China. This can be reflected
by the indifferent attitudes towards the two national days-- not many
flags are voluntarily flown by individuals on these days. Another
corroborating evidence is that the circulation of the party-linked
newspapers is generally low. Hoadley (1973) has asked the general public
a question about the future of Hong Kong. The result is that 29% wished
to remain linked with Britain, 7% wished to .be part of China, 12'i6 wished
to become independent, and 52% had no opinion. Recent surveys show 80%
of the people prefer the status quo. The fact that the majority does not
want to reunite with China is understandable in view of the refugee
experience of almost half of the population. Only in 1951, the population
increased from 600,000 to 2,360,000 as a result of the influx of refugees
from Guangdong Province as well as other parts of China (Miners, 1.979:34).
A portion of these refugees were KMT members, affiliates, capitalists,
landlords and intellectuals, while most of them were peasants from Guangdong
wanting to lead a stabler life in foreign Hong Kong. Naturally they
abhored politics they just wanted a peaceful shelter to live in. A Chinese
Legislator has put it vividly: Hong Kong is the lifeboat China is the
sea. Those who have climbed into the lifeboat naturally don't want to
rock it. (Hoadley, 1970:211) The refugee mentality prohibits the flourish
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of political activities, which are generally regarded as a stir up of
unnecessary conflicts and dissent. This is why people prefer to call
local politics as public service in place of the term politics which
is reserved for the polemics between CCl' and MT (hoadley, 1973:211).
The Hong Kong Government stands in between these two political forces.
It acts as a political manager to maintain some kind of balance, to prevent
extreme actions by either side, and even to play one against the other so
as to give itself room for maneuvers. Peter Harris (1978:5) contends that
a subtle balance of power exists to give effects to this pluralism which,
in many ways, is the essence of Hong Kong's political stability. Within
the limits of this pluralism, all groups, regardless of their political
identity, are allowed to operate. They are free to run schools, organize
labour unions, publish newspapers and distribute propaganda. While the
influence from the rightists had gradually declining, the Government in
the past had kept a close eye on the activities run by the leftists.
Following the dramatic improvement of the Sino-British relationship after.
1976, the Government seems to loosen its scrutiny on the leftists and
shifts its efforts to the monitoring of the local. pressure group.
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3.2 Press Structure and Ideology
Hong Kong newspapers are unique in many aspects. To start with some
statistics, in 1979 there were about 100 Chinese dailies in which 17
major newspapers had a combined circulation of 1.2 million. Four had
a circulation which exceeded 100,000 and two were over the 250,000 mark
(Slimming, 1979:24). In 1981, there were totally 72 newspapers catering
to high readership market. About 300 copies of newspapers were printed
for every 1,000 people in Hong Kong, which is the second highest figure
of newspaper readership in Asia (the world's average is 102 to every
1,000 people). Six English language and 55 Chinese language newspapers
were published each day (Hong Kong: Report of the Year 1901: 194-5).





















*From Hong Kong :Report of the Year, 1967-1982.
**This sudden fall in number of Chinese newspapers may be in part
due to the price increase in 1981.
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Regarding the general profile of the local Chinese press, we can
detect varieties of newspapers with different styles and targets of
readers.. Five major types of newspapers are identified by Lu (1980):
(1) papers mainly for reporting racing news, sex, and news of entertainment
circles (2) papers with long tradition which have gained a sense of
intimacy among the local people, such as 1 ah Kiu Yat Po and Sing.Tao
Yih Pao (.3) popular papers which have the greatest circulation with the
'amass citizens as target audience (4) political papers with support
from either the Beijing (Peking) Government or the Taipei Government
and (5) papers aiming at middle class and intellectuals.
The press of Hong Kong is unique in its quantity and variety, as well
as its role in mirroring public opinion. Since the Colony does not have
an elected government, there are no formal opposition parties for the
public to express their grievances. Thus, public opinion has, to a
great extent, to rely on the mass media.
To account for the present structure and ideology of the Hong Kong
newspapers, we have to trace their development in the contemporary
political history of China. At the turn of the nineteenth century,
colonial Hong Kong became a free market place where different political
views could be publicized. Prior to the downfall of the Ching Dynasty,
revolutionaries and constitutional monarchists set up newspapers in
Hong Kong and in the colonial city of Shanghai to spread their thoughts.
According to Tseng (19713:193), there were two major reasons for the
prevalence of the political newspapers at that time. First, newspapers
are products of historical conditions. China was repeatedly humiliated
by foreign powers at the early twentieth century. It was the revolutionaries
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such as Kang Yu-wei, Liang Chi-chao and Dr-11. Sun Yat-sen who first utilized
newspaper as a tool to spread their thoughts and mobilize public opinion.
Second, it is a tradition for the Chinese intellectuals to participate
in national politics. Active intellectuals in the political sphere
frequently used newspaper as a means to comment on political affairs.
In this period Hong Kong played a significant role. Owing to the
independence of administration, legislation and judicature of the Colony
from the Mainland, the British were able not to practise censorship nor
let the Ching bureaucrats have hands over the colonial media. Instead
the British only set up some publication laws (Feng, 1981). In the
prolonged struggle between CCP and KMT in the thirties and the fourties,
Hong Kong also acted as an opinion forum for both sides when they found,
that they could not freely express themselves at home. For example,
communists like Chou En-lai and Chiao Kuan-hua had stayed in Hong, Kong
doing newspaper work. The nationalists also had their men in Hong Kong
too. The pro-KMT Kung Sheung Daily News was established in 1925 in response
to an upsurge of the Communists in Hong Kong (Mui, 1979). Media wars
frequently broke out between the KMT-linked newspapers such as the Kuo Min
Daily and the CCP-linked newspapers such as the Wah Sheung Daily and
Kwong Ming Daily (Tseng, 1973:432).
The interparty struggle between CCP and KMT in the media continued
up to the present in Hong Kong. Chan (1981) conceives that Hong Kong's
Press system is a residual microcosm of the elapsed China. Some of the
newspapers are financially and/or organizationally linked with either
party, while some of theme had only loose ideological ties. A survey done
by the Taiwan's Overseas Chinese Association in Hong Kong in 1963 shows
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that there were 49 Chinese newspapers and magazines out of which 36 were
classified as pro-Y31T or centrist, 5 communist and 8 sympathetic towards
the communist (Tseng, 1973:739). Some of the major pro-KMT newspapers
include Kung Sheung Daily. News, Sing Tao Jih Pao, Hong Kong Times, Wah Kiu
Yat Po, and Express Daily News. The Communist-linked newspapers include
Ta Kung Pao, Wen Wei Po, Ching Po Daily and Hong Kong Commercial Daily.
Apart from the political tradition of the press, commercial papers
began to gain increasing significance. The idea of publishing profitable
newspaper was first introduced to China by Westerners for the consumption
of the foreign settlements in Shanghai and Hong Kong. Eventually it
inspired Chinese language newspapers to strive for profits I-Isin Well Pao,
Shih Pao, Shen Pao were outstanding examples in Shanghai. In Hong Kong,
such commercial papers as W,-1i Kiu Yat Po,: Kung Sheung Daily News and Sing
Tao Yih Pao stood out (Tseng in Lent, 1971).
Tseng (1973:340) contends that in order to survive newspapers in
China began to develop into business enterprises in the mid-twenties.
The number of political papers was declining, and the remaining ones also
had to become commercially oriented. Hence, a new type of political and
enterpreneural mixed papers emerged. On the one hand theystressed
speaking for the public and contributing to the country, and on the
other they strived at making profits by increasing circulation.
So it is clear that political factor and commercial factor are the
twin forces in contemporary Chinese press history. This probably explains
why the press in Hong Kong has traditionally been categorized into two
classes-- the political press and the commercial press (Lin, 1977:62
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Tseng, 1973:282). It is further hypothesized that the more political
is the press, the lower will its degree of commercialization, be, and
vice versa. For the political papers, it is their major concern to speak
for their own parties profit-making is not emphasized since. commercialization
implies the catering of the papers' sacred principles to the impure
tastes of the general readers. For the commercial papers, their primary
goal. is to make profit by attracting the largest possible number of readers.
Hence they do not want to jeopardize their business by committing themselves
to a political stand because this would offend part of the readers. Instead,
objectivity, impartiality, and independence are claimed to protect their
business. This is parallel to early press development in the United States
(see Schudson, 1978) as well as in Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, survival of
these commercial papers largely depends on -'Ch expanding e conormy of[ Hong
Kong and its advertising industry. The commercial imperative forbids
taking sides in Chinese politics as well as other sensitive issues.
One last point should be made before we end our discussion on the
press system of Hong Kong-- the journalism education system which supplies
new bloods to the newspapers. Local journalists usually come from two
major sources: one is the journalism schools in Taiwan and the KMT-linked
local journalism schools. Chan (1981) has done a survey on the city
reporters in Hong Kong. The findings show that about 24% of them are
graduated from those Taiwan journalism schools or Chu Hai College while
the 3 local non-party-linked journalism schools supply about 28% of the
Hong Kong city reporters. Both of them have usually had western style of
journalism training, but it is essential to notice that the Taiwan-trained
graudates (including the Chu Hai graduates too) generally have received
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KMT-oriented political education and usually work for the pro-IM papers.
In contrast, the locally trained graduates are much less politically
indoctrinated. But like some young American-journalists in the sixties,
some of the local graduates in the seventies had been radicalized through
their participation in student movements. So it is expected that these
graduates will be liberal if not prone to the left in their political
orientation. The majority of them are likely to be employed by the
commercial papers, and a small portion will be absorbed by the leftist
papers.
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3.3 Government Control, and Information
Hong Kong Government, like other governments, has set media laws to
define the rules of the game. A survey of the ordinance shows that Hong
Kong's mass media are hedged, directly or indirectly, with legalities.
Also, if the law means every bit what it says and if the letter and spirit
of the ordinances and regulations are zealously translated into action by
the Government Hong Kong's mass media, especially the press, would be
drastically affected. (Shen, 1972:77-8).
However, as some perceptive media people have observed, the Government
is clever enough to establish harsh laws but practise no serious enforcemer
of these laws under normal circumstances (C. Chan et al., 1981). Hong Kong
Government, following the British tradition of press freedom, has been
scoring only a few martyr to a free- press under the past 140 years of
colonial rule. In a report published by the International Press Institute
in 1977, Hong Kong ranked second only to Japan. as the area which enjoys
the highest degree of press freedom in Asia• To start a publication in
Hong Kong is easy. A publisher only needs to pay a safety deposit of
HK$ 10,000 or providing two guarantors acceptable to the Government, in
addition to an annual registration fee of only HK$ 100. Criticisms on
governmental affairs can easily be found on the newspapers, and, evern more
the Government is criticized for being over lenient to let some newspapers
publish materials on sex, scandals and violence,
The Government's tolerance of a.free press, according to C. Kwok
(1981:44-5), is because: (1) The British has a colonial policy, quite
different from that of Portugal and France, which caves most cultural and
customary matters to the local people with minimal intervention. (2) At
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home the British have long been advocates of the free press, and this
tradition also flourishes in the British colonies in so far as the press
does not upset the British ruling legitimacy. The Government is happy
to use the media for reflecting public moods and opinions. (3) The local
newspapers are in general satisfied. with the status quo and do not want
to rock the boat by embarrassing the Government on sensitive matters.
Self-restraint and self-censorship practised by. the press itself enhance
smooth functioning of both the press and the Government.
However, it is totally wrong to assume that the Government is a liwwways
on the defensive. The above-mentioned ordinances are enough to provide
the Government with legitimate power for emergency use. For example, in
the dot of 1967, three news executives were sentenced to three--year prison
terms on. charge of sedition, publishing false information, and publication
of materials tending to induce persons to commit an offense. Also three
newspapers were ordered to suspend publication until the cases had been
completed (Lee, 1981).
In addition.. to the enactment of ordinances and the use of police fort
when necessary, the Government also possesses tactics to protect itself
in dealing with the press. The Government tries to dress itself up as
a friendly source for reporters by releasing information favourable to
the Government., If a reporter wants to interview an official, he has to
contact the officials of the Government Information Services (GIS) first,
tellingthem in advance what questions will be asked. In the actual
interview the official may refuse to answer questions not on the original
list. Direct contact with departmental officials without informing the
GIS officials is usually unsuccessful, with the exception of a few fairly
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outspoken departments (C. Kwok, 1981:46)
Here it is necessary to review the development of the GIS in order to
understand the significance of the information disseminated by the Governncn i
(see Chan, 1980). The GIS was officially established in 1959. At that
time and in subsequent years it was not considered a significant department
in the government bureaucracy. But, in the Riot of 1966 (which. was caused
by the general discontent of the public. with the fare increase by the Star
Ferry), the Government learned costly lessons that (1) the communication gap
between the. Government and the public should be bridged and (2) the mass
media needed to be managed to close this gap:
To this end (bridging the communication gap) there are only two
mass media available, the radio and the press, of which the press
is still the more pervasive and persistent influence.... in Hong
Kong, Government has no party press of its own, anxious to put
over a particular policy, and in matters such as this has to rely
on the freely given co-operation of the' fourth estate.' For such
co-operation goodwill on both sides is of course required and a.
common intention: the intention to provide the man in the street
with as much information as possible on the major economic issues
of the day in Hong Kong. (Kowloon Disturbances 1966, 1967)
After the riot the Government felt that it has become necessaiiy to
review the needs of Government in the information and publicity fields,
and at the same year proposals were submitted to the Government for a
re-organization of the departmental structure in order to retain and
fortify public confidence in Government both locally and overseas (Watt,
1967-8:1). Subsequent changes within the Government were substantial,
including the establishment of the departmental information units (the first
was at the Police Department, and now nearly twenty similar units have been
established) and the set up of the City District Office Scheme (see King, 1975)
The purposes of the strengthening of the GIS are both ambitious and clear.
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Four major goals are explicitly stated: (1) to- make both the local and
overseas citizens know the newest development of I-long Kong (2) to facilitate
the public's understanding of government policies (3) to assist government
departments in their execution of work according to govern.)ent's new policies
(4) to let the Government be informed of public opinion as reflected by the
mass media (Watt, 1967-8). Currently the GIS is divided_ into the publicity
division, the public relations division, and the news division.
It is the news division that is particularly relevant to our study. The
news division is responsible for channelling to the media. all government
information, varying from government policies and actions to weather. reports.
It is directly linked with all major groups of the media by its teleprinter
and facsimile networks, which operate daily round the clock, including
weekends and public holidays. The editorial desk produces a daily information
bulletin in both Chinese and English for distribution to various media as a
supplement to the teleprinter and facsimile services. An enquiry desk also
operates day and night to deal with quieries from journalists (La-l, 1976-7:3).
Furthermore, personal interviews, briefings and press conferences are
occasionally held according to situations and necessities.
It is through these channels that the Government send its information
to the mass media and in turn to the public. What are the contents of these
information? How does the Government transmit messages in different situations?
What implications can be drawn from these government-media transactions?




ROUTINE MODE: TREATMENT OF GIS NEWS RELEASE
'Trhis chapter constitutes part of the core of this study. Following
from the discussion in Chapter 2, conceptualization and hypotheses of this
study will be presented testing of the hypotheses by using content analysis
technique will be conducted.
Section 4.1 will provide information on:
(1) advantages and limitations of choosing GIS news release as object of
analysis
(2) sampling method
(3) characteristics of the sampled GIS news items.
Section 4.2 explicates the following:
(1) overall conceptualization of the study
(2) definitions of reportorial mode, institutional nature (the independent
variable), and journalistic attitude .(the dependent variable)
(3) measurements of the independent and dependent variables
(4) hypotheses and sub-hypotheses.
Section 4. 3 presents the findings:
(1) testing of and discussion on 3 sub-hypotheses
(2) comparison of the original GIS news items and those reported by the
press.
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4.1 GIS News Release
The Government Information Services (GIS), as reported above, has
various channels to release its information to the media. Among these
channels, the daily news bulletin plays a significant part. In this
study, these daily news releases are analyzed to explore varieties of
journalistic attitudes of the press. The reasons for choosing them are:
(1) They are one of the most frequently used methods by the Government
to inform the media and the public. (2) These releases are easily accessible
-- they are distributed freely to the press, radio and TV stations, public
libraries, institutions, etc. (3) They provide common basis for comparison,
since every news organization receives the same set of release each day.
(4) The format of the bulletin is suitable for content analysis.
It has been argued that the news items on the bulletin are but trivial
administrative matters which do not reflect Government's significant policies
and intentions. Even so, the political ideology of the press may throw
different lights on these routine government announcements this would
especially be the case when critical events occur, which call for different
reporting and commenting. But the GIS news release does have some limitations.
At least-it-,is not the only channel through which Government disseminates
its information it does not wholly reflect the full spectrum of Government's
news and views. Furthermore, on-the-spot news (such as car accidents, fire,
murder) is not included in the news bulletin, though it is still sent out
by the GIS via its teleprinter and facsimile network.
Sampling of the GIS news items deserves a special note. In content
analysis of newspaper, according to Stempel (1952), a selection of 12 to
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14 days is sufficient to reveal the general pattern. Hence, accordingly,
we sampled 14 days. to construct two weeks cf news. release for analysis.
Specifically, we have the first Sunday ,of January. 1981, the second Monday
of February (1981), the third Tuesday of March, the' fourth Wednesday of
April, the first Thursday of May, and so on,•until the second Saturday of
6
February 1982. The dates selected are:
1981: January 4, February 9, March 17, April. 2 2, May 7, June 12, July 18,
August 23, September 7, October 13, November 18, December 24.
1982: January 8, 7 February 13.
Content analysis shows that GIS news release generally covers a lot
of activities ranging from policy announcement to routine statistics.
Administrative affairs (such as recruitment of Government technical school
students and open competition for Governrrent construction projects),
activities news and special announcements (such as stoppage of water
supply and temporary arrangement of traffic) account for nearly 50% of
all Government information. Policy announcements arid news with heavy
opinions only take a small share. The news items are mainly reported by
department spokesmen, with the Education Department being the most frequent
newsmaker in our sample (nearly 1 item per day). News concerning top level
officials is usually longer, opinion-loaded, and placed in the front part
of the news bulletin. Table 4.1 shows the characteristics of the GIS
news release.
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Table 4.l Characteristics of GIS News Release
1. Average number of news items per day: 9.2 items
2. Average length of news items: 16.6 col. cn
3. Type of news:
a. cultural and educational activities 17.8
b. administrative affairs 1.5.5
c. special announcements 15.5
d. visits 11.6
e. policy announcements 10.1
f. statistics 5.4
g. new services 5.4




1. personnel change 1.6
100.0%
(N=129)
4. Nature of news:
a.. pure facts (with. time reported) 48.1
b. pure facts (no time reported) 8.5
c. facts with opinions 38.8
A 7d. pure opinions
5. Persons initiating the news:
20.1a. top rank officials
b. middle rank officials 15.5
c. department spokesmen 55.1
9.3d. non- government persons
6. The most frequent newsmakers:
a. Education Department 10.1
b. Government Secretariat 9.3
c. New Territories Administration 8.5












4.2 Definitions, Measurements and Hypotheses
As previously' discussed in Chapter 2, newspapers with different
institutional nature are contended to possess different journalistic
attitudes and play different roles. To take a closer look, we first
analyze the institutional nature of local newspapers. Then we shall
Jcfine journalistic attitude and reportorial mode.'. After that the
Dverall conceptualization, together with the hypotheses and sub-hypotheses,
dill be presented.
Institutional Nature
T. Kwok (1981) has categorized the press in Hong Kong into four types:
the elite newspaper, the popular newspaper, the traditional newspaper and
the political newspaper. They can be situated into a political-commercial
continuum without loss of generality. Political. newspapers are further
differentiated into leftist and rightist ones according to their different
characteristics-
Table 4.2 Political Identification of Hong Kong Newsapapers
Institutional Name of Political National National Day
Nature Newspaper Score Reference Observance
1. PRC as PRC/Wen Wei Po 6.0 editorialize on
Motherland/Leftist- Ta Kung Pao 6.0 October 1, 1980
ChinaPolitical Ching Po Daily 6.0 in celebration
2. ROC as Taiwan/Hong Kong Conimer 5.0
and increase pagE
cial Daily Taiwan Province
1. PRC as CCP/Hong Kong Times 1.0 editorialize on
bandits/1.0Kung Sheung Daily October 10, 1980
MainlandRightist- News in celebration,
2. ROC as China/Political Oriental Daily News 2.0 increase page,
Sing Tao Yih Pao 2.0 free China./ day-off
MotherlandExpress Daily News 2.0
1. PRC as CCP/Wah Ki u Ya.t Po 3.0 no celebration on
Mainland/Sing Pao Daily News 3.0 both October 1 and
ChinaMing Pao 4.0 October 10, 1980
2. ROC as Taiwan'Tin Tin Daily News 4.0
South China Morning 4.'0
Post
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Fourteen major newspapers are selected as our samples. Among them
political papers and commercial papers are differentiated according to
three criteria as shown in table 4.2. In Chan's (1981) survey the city
reporters of Hong Kong were asked to rank their own paper's political.
identity according to a six-point scale-with 1 as the' most rightist and
6 as the most leftist. Scores of 3 and 4 represent low degree of political
commitment which are equivalent to the centrist/commercial papers.-
From the average scores of different papers' political. identification we
can distinguish the leftist-political, rightist-political and the commercial
papers from one another. This distinction is further supported by the papers
naming of the two national days. Without exception in supporting the CCP
the leftist-political papers call People's Republic of China (PRC) as
Republic of China (ROC) as TaiwanMotherland, China, PRC, and the„
or. Taiwan Province. They editorialize on October 1 in celebration of
the '.'.national day and increase pages to cover celebration activities.
The rightist-political papers, in contrast, support the KMT and hence regard
PRC as CCP, communist bandits, or Mainland, while RUC is named as
free China, China or Motherland. They editorialize on.October 10
in celebration, increase pages, and. some of them even take a day-off On
that day. The commercial papers try to avoid sensitive wordings by only
referring PRC as Mainland, China or CCP, and ROC simply as Taiwan.
They neither celebrate on October 1 nor on October 10.
.Since the commercial papers are responsive to the needs of the readers,
it can further be broken down into the elite and the popular papers.
Table 4.3 shows the measuring criteria of commercialization of various
newspapers.
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Tin Tin Daily News
Sing Pao Daily News
Oriental Daily News
Sing Tao Yih Pao
Ming Pao










































































1Entertainment includes (1)entertainment news such as sports news, horse-racing news and news of the entertainment
circle; (2) fixed columns, short stories, cartoons, etc.
2News includes only those "hard" news such as international politics, social plannings, and economic trends.
5special advetising refers to those specially categorized, small size advertsing,not including movic and tourist
advertising. General advertising covers all other advertising other than special advertising.
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In. comparison with the political papers, the commercial papers
generally have more pages and higher percentages of: advertising and
entertainment. For example, Ming Pao, as a commercial. paper, on the
average publishes 20 pages per day, with total advertising and entertainment
amounts to 84%. In contrast, Hong Kong Times publishes only.12 pages
daily and with only 48% of its total space on advertising and entertainment.
The other criteria, special-to-general advertising ratio-(ads. ratio)
and entertainment-to-news ratio (news ratio), are for the differentiation
of the elite-commercial and the popular-commercial papers. It is believed
that the elite-commercial papers would have more general advertising than
special-category advertising because the latter are usually information
about factory job vacancies, rooms for rent, or advertising about Chinese
medical doctors, etc. They are posted primarily for the lower classes, so
the elite-commercial papers would have few coverage on them, Thus, the
ads. ratio for these papers would be higher. Moreover, the elite-commercial
papers usually provide more hard news such as news on international
politics, social plannings and issues, economic news, etc. On the other
hand the popular-commercial papers would like to attract the lower classes
by publishing softer news, such as sensational stories on crime, sex and
traffic accidents. Also they usually report news on horse-racing, sports,
and gossips of the entertainment circle. Thus, the news ratio would be
high for the elite-commercial papers and low for the popular-commercial
papers. For example, Tin Tin Daily News is regarded as a popular-commercial
papers because it has very low values for both ratios (ads. ratio= 1: 3. 8
news ratio= 1: 0.3). In contrast, Wah Kiu Yat Po as an elite-commercial
paper shows higher values (1: 4.2 and 1: 1.8 respectively) for both ratios.
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With respect to the political and commercial dimensions of the press,
we can typologize our newspaper sample- according to each paper's respective
values in tables 4.2 acid. 4.3.




Oriental Daily News Tin Tin Daily News
Sing Pao Daily NewsSing Tao Yih Pao
H Ching Po Daily Mi,ig Pao
Hong Kong Commercial Wah Kiu Ya.t Po







Kung Sheung Daily News
Express Daily News
Papers in the top-right and the bottom-left cells of table 4.4 fit
our formulation that the higher the political identification of a paper,
the lower would its degree of commercialization be, and vice versa. The
cell with both high values of political identification and commercialization
needs explanation. Ching Po Daily. and Hong Kong Comm-nerci al Daily are
generally regarded as pro-CCP papers, but are commercially catered to the
needs of the lower classes. Similarly, Oriental Daily News and Sing Tao
Yih Pao are pro-KMT papers but also place high emphasis on commercial
considerations. These two papers are put in the political groups in table
4.3 but are removed to the commercial grouos in table 4.4 becuase we found
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their commercial characters seem to overrun their political characters.
From the ten papers in the normal cells-of table. 4.4, we select
eight of them to represent four types of paper tww,ith different institutional
nature. We drop the English South China Morning Post because it does not
necessarily correspond to our criterion of Chinese political identification,
and also the Express Daily News because it does not stand on the political
rightist extreme when compared with I-Iona Kong Times and Kung Sheung Daily
News. To recapitulate, the four types of paper are:
1. Leftist-political paper-- It is the paper. with strong party identification
with CCP a.nd with. weak commercial motive.
Examples are IVen Wei Po and Ta Kung Pao.
2. Rightist-political paper-- It is the paper with strong party identification
with KNIT and with weak commercial. motive.
Examples are Hong Kong Times and Kung Sheung
Daily News.
3. Popular-commercial paper-- It is the 'paper with w'r'eak party identification.
but with strong commercial motive. Jsually it
avoids talking about Chinese politics. Large
amount of soft news and entertainments are
printed catering to the demands of lower classes
Examples are Tin Tin- Daily News and Sing Pao
Daily News.
4. Elite-commercial paper-- It shares similar characteristics with the popular
commercial paper. However, more hard news and
less entertainments are published catering to the
needs of the upper and middle classes.
Examples are Ming Pao and Wah Kiu Yat Po.
Journalistic Attitude
From Chapter 2, we can see that journalistic attitude is a theoretical
construct derived from the two journalistic models. Here we treat it as
a `degree variable along the objectivity-advocacy continuum. Correspondingly,
we define four roles8 to represent four kinds of journalistic attitude.
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1. Greater-objectivity--
This is represented by the messenger.role.. A messenger is
a neutral message carrier he is not supposed to select, edit,
or hinder the flow of information. The principle of objectivity
is the basic ground rule. In this study, the messenger role is
exemplified by the papers' coverage of GIS news. It is
hypothesized that the messenger papers would give GIS news
more coverage, better positions, and do little editing on them.
2. Partial-objectivity--
This is represented by the gatekeeper role. The gatekeeper
processed information routinely without much conscious thoughts.
He resembles the messenger very much, but might still exert some
degree of personal ideological judgements which might slightly
influence the flow of news. In our case, it is hypothesized
that the gatekeeper papers would give less coverage on GIS
news, place it in insignificant positions, and exercise some
degree of editing.
3. Partial-advocacy--
This is illustrated by the manager role. A manager usually
gives personal comments and special treatments on significant
or unusual events, under the constraints of organization rules.
In the influx of illegal immigrants from China, it is contended
that the manager. papers would give some politically Less
critical comments but still treat it differently from routine
happenings.
4. Greater-advocacy--
This is illustrated by the lawyer role. A lawyer judges what
is good and what is bad. He may also define heroes and villians.
He shows distinct attitudes and clear postures in controversial
events. In the Illegal Immigrants issue, the media lawyers
would also stand on and speak for either side according to their
own ideologies.
Reportorial Mode
Reportorial mode refers to the situational context where reporting
takes place. It is analytically divided into the routine mode and the
crisis mode (see pp. 20-24 for fuller description).
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1. Routine Mode--
accomplished (such as government news release, pre-announced
ceremonies) or. (2) unexpected but journalists are well-experienced
or (such as car accidents, natural disasters), with both of these
events fit ongoing formal organization rules and routines (i.e.
news deadlines, organization of news beats, etc.).
2. Crisis Mode--
which involve problem(s) to be solved, or the confrontations/
conflicts between two or more social. groups. The journalists do
not have standardized procedures or have much experiences in
dealing with them the events defy normal ongoing formal organization
rules and routines.
Hypotheses
The overarching hypothesis of this thesis is that the journalistic
attitude of a newspaper (and consequently the role it plays) is determined
by its institutional nature. But t}-.eir interaction is further complicated
by a situational variable-- the reportorial mode. The overall conce ptlua l i zation.
of this thesis is shown in table 4.5.
Table 4.5 Overall Conceptualization of Thesis
(Contextual) (Motivational (Attitudinal) (Behavioral)
Reportorial Institutional Journalistic Role-
















It consists of two subtypes: popular--commercial and elite-commercial
It consists of two subtypes: lcftist-political and rightist-political
It is the reportorial contcxt that events are either (1) purposively
It is the reportorial context that events are relatively unexpected,
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The relationships between the situational variable, the independent
variable and the dependent variable are expressed by two hypotheses. One
of them will be discussed in thi's chapter the' other- one will be discussed
in the next.
Hypothesis 1: In the routine made of reporting, the*. commercial papers tend
to play a messenger role :which stresses the importance of
greater-objectivity, while the political papers tend to play
a gatekeeper role which is characterized by a partial-
objectivity stand.
This is further broken down. into 3 sub--hypotheses' for the testing of
the on in a i hypothesis:
Sub-hypothesis l. a-- In the routine mode of reporting, the commercial papers
will give GIS news more coverage, while the political
papers will give less. More specifically the coverage
of the elite-commer. cial. papers will. outcompete that of
the popular-commercial. papers, and the rightist-political.
papers will give more than the leftist-political ones.
Sub-hypothesis LID-- In the routine mode of reporting, the commercial papers
will place GIS news in more significant positions,
while the political papers will place it in insignificant
positions.
Sub-hypothesis l.c-- In the routine mode of reporting, the commercial papers
will exercise minimal editorial control over GIS news
(i.e. less extensive editing), while the political
papers will exercise higher degree of editorial control
(i.e. more extensive editing).
The commercial papers operate mainly accordingly to the economic logic.
To them, GIS news is readily available. In view of the tight schedule and
manpower of newswork, it is natural for them to use more GIS news. Also,
commercial papers need a stable and prosperous environment to live in.
They usually support the Government and the status quo because they share
similar interests. This friendly relationship makes the commercial papers
consciously or unconsciously give priority to the better positioning of
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Government news. In addition, Government news possesses authority. Playing
it up may give the paper celebrity. For similar reasons, the commercial. papers
tend to publish GIS news without much scruitiny.
It is expected that the elite-commercial papers will give more favorable
editorial treatment to GIS news than the popular-commercial papers. This is
because the popular-commercial papers need to attract mass readers by playing
up sensational news (with immediate rewards for readers'. GISn..ews, by
comparison, is neither sensational nor commercially appealing. Thus, it is
not extensively used by these papers. A minor reason is that the newsh.o]es
of these papers for local news are rather limited (742 as compared to the
average of 937). Sensational news usually occupies most of the newsholes,
leaving little rooms for the GIS news. The elite-commercial papers, by
contrast, are more serious in their editorial practice. They serve the
elites by providing serious political news, international information, social
and economic beats, education and science, etc. (Merrill, 1968). In a word,
they perform what Lasswell (1948) termed ,a surveillance function in which
the reporting of government affairs is viewed as a necessity. This contributes
to more favorable reporting of GIS news in terms of space and emphasis..
On the contrary, the political papers comply to the political logic.
GIS news is something more than value-free materials its use depends on
whether the extra (government message and/or ideology) is compatible with
the political position of the press organization. Hence, papers with
different political stands may show different attitudes towards government
information. In the routine mode of reporting, the political papers to a
certain degree still conform to the economic logic, but is subject to the
influence of the political logic.
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Put more concretely, it is supposed that the leftist-political papers
will use less GIS news.. I'he reasons are:. (1). these papers are by nature an(
by tradition stand in opposition to the Government (2) they have relati vel)
sufficient manpower to cover important city news. (According to Wong's (198:
survey, almost none of thb reporters in these paper-- has a, part-time job.)
So they do not want to and, are able to use less GIS news. By contrast,
the rightist-political papers will give better treatment to GIS news since
(1) they are loyal supporters of the Government as well* as the status quo
(2) they are usually small organizations having not many reporters. Surveys
(Wong, 1.981 Chan, 1981) show that in 1981 the average number of reporters
per newspaper was 1.7.8. But for Hong Kong Times and Kung Sheun a Dati ly News
9
the respective figures were only 8 and 12.5. About half of the total number:
isof reporters in. these two organizations had more than one job. :Hence, it
natural for them to rely heavily on government news to fill the newrshoJ es.
One more reason is that these papers are partly, if not dominantly, oriented
to Taiwan readers (both of them have weekly full-page reports on Taiwan
affairs). Thus local affairs do not always receive extensive coverage,
resulting in the intensive use of the easily accessible government news.
However, we must bear in mind that the difference between the reportings
of these four types of paper should not be very great, since all of them to
a certain degree respect objectivity and the economic logic in the routine
mode of reporting. The difference is just a matter of degree, not a matter
of kind. Hence, in testing our sub-hypotheses, pronounced differences may
not be observed. Verification of the predicted direction of the difference
seems to be more important than verification of the magnitude.
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4.3 Finding:
We content-analyze the eight papers for selected dates in 1981 and
1982. The dates are correspondingly one day later than the dates of the
chosen GIS news releases. These eight papers are categorized into four
institutional types. Statistics for each paper can be found in the
appendices.
Sub-hypothesis I. a
Table 4.6 Coverage of Gis News by Type of Newspaper
Type of Newspaper
Popular-No. of items Leftist- Rightist- ELite- GIS news
per day political political comnmcrcial commercial Average release
3.4GIS items 3.3 6.65.0 9.24.6
27.6All items 31.0 26.2 30.537.3
of GIS 14.918.5 12.6 17.611.0
news daily
Space occupied
ner day (col. cm.)
142.8 70.3 167.086. 116.7GIS items 15 2. 7
111 14All items 924.0 965.1 742.1 937.4
of GIS
9.4 14.8 9.5 14.9 12.2
news daily
Space occupied by GIS news does not include picture. GIS news published in
:the press includes pictures and headlines. Vnus, GIS news reported may
sometimes exceeds the original release in terms of space occupied.
Sub-hypothesis 1. a says that the commercial papers will report more
GIS news, while the political papers will give less coverage. If we merely
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compare the papers in terms of broad political and commercial distinctions,
we can see little difference between them (14.8 verses 15.1 by daily% of
GIS news items). But if we examine them in detail,' it is found that in
line with our hypothesis, -the elite-- commercial papers give the greatest
amount of coverage while the leftist-political papers give the least (both
in terms of number of items and space occupied). However, for the rightist-
political papers, the high percentage of coverage is somewhat unexpected.
This anomaly also exists regarding the comparatively-low coverage of
GIS news by the popular-commercial papers.
The result shows that sub-hypothesis 1.a is riot fully validated. T.'1_s
serendipity pattern (as shown by the rightist-political and the popular--
commercial papers) may be due to the influence of some other hidden factors.
In fact, judging frolic the results in table 4.6, it seems that the leftist-
political papers and the popular-commercial papers belong to one group
while the rightist-political papers and the elite-commercial papers belong
to another. Ile shall return to this problem in the discussion section.
Sub-hypothesis I. b
Table 4. 7 Page of GIS News by Type of Newspaper
Tyne of Newsnaner
Popul ar_-RightistLeftist- Elite-
Page olitica comme rci al commercialpolitical (Average'
20.2Significant 18.3 13.6 35. 1 (21.8)
21. 158.5 83.9Ordinary 36.8 (50.0)




*Significant page usually has two colors, consists of full page of news, and
situated in the cover of the paper (e.g. p. 1, 4, 5, 9). Ordinary page has one
color, about half page of news, and inside the cover pages. Insignificant page
also has one color and within the cover pages, about 1/3 to 1/4 p .age of news.
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As shown in table .4.7, the leftistpolitical papers put comparatively
more GIS news in insignificant pages. The elite-commercial papers give
slightly greater emphasis on GIS news by putting it in significant pages.
The other two types of paper stand in between. The' occurrence of high
percentages of GIS news in ordinary pages in both the rightist-political.
papers and the popular-commercial papers is because there are few insignificant
pages covering local news. The 58.5% and 83.9% actually indicate relative
play-down of the GIS news.














Table 4.8 shows only weak association between position of GIS news
in each page and type of newspaper. Virtually all four types of newspaper
position GIS news quite evenly in an average page.
From the above two tables, we can conclude that sub-hypothesis l.b is,
strictly speaking, not verified. The weak association indicates that both
the political and commercial papers report objectively according to
nrclanizational routines rather than to Uolitical ideologies.
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Sub-hypothesis 1.c
Table 4.9 Editinc of GISNews by Type of Newspaper
Type of Newspaper
Leftist- Rightist- Popular- Elite-






28.4 10.320.0 12.0Little (17.7)
23.52.8 8.630.5Some (16.4)
25.3 12.3 9.29.2Serious (14.0)
(92) (185)(95) (142) (128.5)(N)
Cramer's V= 0.2 70
Editing of GIS news refers to the press' cutting, rewriting or adding
additional materials to the original news release. In this aspect different
types of newspaper show great differences. Similar to the pattern of the
amount of coverage (see sub-hypothesis 1. a), the leftist-political papers
often practise greater amount of editing. Over half (55.8%) of the GIS
news has been reduced to less than half of the original length. For the
rightist-political papers both ideological factor (for status quo) and
organizational factor (fewer reporters) make them use GIS news without
much editing. Me same set of reasons applies to the case of the elite-
commercial papers, with the ideology of a balanced type of reporting and
the routine functioning of the strategic rituals. Commercial imperative
is effective among the popular-commercial papers but in a different fashion.
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Since GIS news is not sensational enough, they cannot afford to present
all these non-marketable stuff. News has to be cut short or dramatized,
therefore greater degree of editing has to be exercised.
Like sub-hypothesis 1.a, sub--hypothesis l.c is not fully verified.
Only the editorial treatment of the leftist-political papers and the
elite-commercial papers shows consistency with our hypothesis. The other
two types of paper, however, give unexpected results. It seems that the
elite -commercial papers follow a pattern of cutting and editing highly
similar to- tlh a.t of the rightist-political papers, while the popular-
commercial papers and the leftist-political papers are close to each other.
This serendipity pattern, once again, will be discussed in the last
chapter.
Editing, upon further analysis, only represents the primary level. of
news manipulation by the press. It is easy for the journalists to cut
short or rewrite government news according to the amount and types of
daily news composition. For this reason, significant degree of editing
can easily be seen. However, if we compare different papers' treatment
of officials. nature. and contents of the GIS news l no significant difference
is observed (see tables 4:10, 4.11, 4.1-2). It is because the control of
these areas entails explicit ideological manipulation, which is quite
impossible for the papers in their daily operations. In the routine mode
of reporting, all papers (including the leftist-political and popular-
commercial ones) need to meet deadlines, smooth news processes and wear
protective armour of reportorial objectivity. Time and manpower do not
allow them to read between the lines of the GIS news which belong to a
more subtle level of news control.
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Table 4.10 Official in GIS News by Type of Newspaper
.Type of .Newspaper
Rightist- Popular-Leftist- Elite--
Official commercial commercialpolitical political (Original)
Top-rank 21.821.1 21.0 21.6 (20.2)
16.8 14.8Mid-rank 12.3 15.7 (15.5)
66.762.1 63.4Low- rank 62.7 (64.3
(185(95) (128.5)(142) (92)(N)
Cramer
Table 4.11 Nature of GIS News by Type of Newspaper
Type of Newspaper
Rightist-- Popular--Leftist- Elite-
Nature commercial commercial (Original)political political
54.9 58.0 55.149.5Fact (56.6)






Table 4.12 Content of GIS News by Type of Newspaper
Type of Newspaper
Leftist- Popular- Elite-
politicalContent commercial commercial (Original)political
% % % % %
Cult./educat
9.5 13.4 6.2 14.1 (17.8activities
Administration 14.7 14.8 13.6 15.1
Special
11.6 13.514.1 19.8 (15.5)announcement
Ceremony 16.8 13.4 17.3 11.9 (11.6)
Policy
15.8 14.1 19.8 11.9 (10.1)announcement
New services 7.4 5.6 6.2 5.4 (5.4)
Conference 6.3 4.9 4.9 5.9 (5.4)
Data 2.1 6.3 1.2 5.4 (5.4)
Explanation 8.4 5.6 8.6 6.5 (4.7)
Gui dance 6.3 5.6 1.2 5.9 (4.7)
Praise 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0 (2.3)
Personnel
1.1 0.7 1.2 1.6 (1.6)change
(N) (95) (142) (92) (185) (128.5)
Cramer
A final note is on the comparison between the original GIS news items
and those reported by the press. On the average, 50% of the GIS news items
are reported in the press. This is quite a high figure. The government-
press channel seems to be effective as seen from this kind of administrative
affairs reporting. However, the average percentage of daily GIS items
reported cannot be regarded as high (14.90 in number and 12.2% in space).
Rightist-
(15.5)
X2 = 25.086 N.S.
's V = 0.129
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The positions generally acquired by the GIS news in the press are neither
prominent nor insignificant. Half of the news items are placed in the
ordinary pages, with the remaining half distributed quite evenly among the
significant and insignificant pages (21.8% verses' 28.2%). The positioning
of the GIS news shows a tripartite distribution.: 33'.1%, 31.50-,. and 35.4% are
found in the top, middle and bottom positions respectively. More than half
(52%) of the GIS news does not receive any editing. Hign degree of editing
is seldom, except in the case of the leftist-political papers. The Government
must be happy with the distribution of reporting regarding the officials,
nature and contents of the news printed in the press.' Virtually the
distribution of all these hidden dimensions of the news in the press
coincides with the original distribution of the news release (see tables
4.10, 4.11, 4.12).
In conclusion, we can say that the press on the whole practises little
editorial control on the transmission of government information to the
public in routine situations. The gatek'eepi.ng function of the press is




CRISIS MODE: REPORTING THE ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS ISSUE
This is a complementary chapter to the previous one. It consists
of two sections. Section 5.1 clescripts the Illegal. Immigrants Issue.
It gives:
(1) the-rationale of choosing this case
(2) the immigration history of the Chinese from China to Hong Kong
(3) the new policy announced in October 1980, and the official reasons
for the new meausures taken by the Government.
Section 5.2 presents the hypotheses and findings. It tells:
(1) the other main hypothesis and the derived sub-hypotheses
(2) testing of each of these sub-hypotheses.
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5. 1 The Illegal Immigrants Issue
A case study is done to illustrate the crisis mode of news reporting.
Case study aims not at revealing of general pattern but revelation of
significant characteristics. In our study the Illegal Immi.grants Issue
is selected because: (1) it is a societal issue of significant concern
(2) it is controversial enough to arouse different opinions and/or
behaviour (3) the Government plays a. crucial role in the Issue.
Immigration from China to Hong Kong is not an. unusual practice. In
fact, prior to 1950, the entry of Chinese to Hong Kong from China was free
of restrictions. As in 1951, the population of Hong Kong increased from
half a million to two millions as a result of the change of government
in China. However, owing to the sheer population saturation, entry
permits were required of all Chinese coming from China, except for natives
of Guangdong Province. A quota system has been imposed on entry from Macau,
Swatow and Taiwan, effective since February 1951 (Annual Report of thb Hong
Kong Immigration Department, 1965-66) D.'3). Any people holding exit permits
issued by the PRC were considered as lega.1 immigrants to Hong Kong.
Before 1962, despite Government orders to the contrary, most of these
illegal immigrants had been allowed to stay and obtain their Hong Kong
identity cards. In May 1962, the big exodus pressed the Hong Kong
Government to pass the repatriation rule. Illegal immigrants were sent
back to China immediately once caught in the border areas. But once they
were able to cross the Boundary Street (south of it was considered permanent
territory owned by the British) and could find relatives or friends to be
their guarantors, they could apply for temporary residence in Hong Kong
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and green sea]. identity cards. Under this repatriation rule the number
of people succeeded in getting into I-long Kong dropped substantially:
142J.000 in 1962, 18,000 in 1963, and 5, 600 in 1964 (Annual Report of the
Hong Kong Immigration Department, 1966-67, p. 11.). Since 1968 repatriation
was temporarily abandoned but was re-activated in 1974, owing to the sudden
new upsurge of illegal immigrants in 1973 and 1974. In the four years
after 1974, only several thousands of people per year succeeded in entering
the south of Boundary Street. But at the beginning of 1979, a lot of
Chinese poured over the frontier to Hong Kong as. a consequence of the
relaxed policy in China after the dowrrifali of the Gang of Four.,
Table 5.1 Number of II legal Immigrants from China (1973-80)
Numb e r Number of Illegal
Year Rep at.ri ated Immigrants Allowed to S Sta
1973 0 20,907
1974 223 2 0, 49 3
1975 1,133 7,596
1976 810 6,619




Source: GIS Daily News Bulletin, October 1, 1980, etc.
The influx of illegal immigrants from China did not stop after the
Sino-Vietnam War. Both the number of people repatriated and the number
of people succeeded in touching base continued to stay high (around
7,000--8,000 per month). From the Government's point of view, huge influx
of illegal. immigrants means that many social welfare as well us other
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public schemes have to re-planned or enlarged. The more the new comers,
the heavierthe burden it is on the Government. But owing to political
reasons, the Government cannot reject them once they have come, though
it can try the best to prevent their entrance.
This condition continued into the third quarter of 1980, until then
the Government seemed to lose its patience. On July 16, the acting
governor, Sir jack Cater, laundched unfavourable comments on the strains
posed by the mass influx of the immigrants on public services.On September
9,the Gevernment announced an order of extending the mandatory carrying
of identity cards to cover the whole of the New Territories and outlying
islands, with the exception of a few places. The said reasons were to
assist the security forces in trying to detect illegal immigrants on route
to the urban areas. On september 21 a city forum was held by the Government-
financed Radio and Television Hong Kong.
Government's actions to deal with the influx of illegal immigrants
from China began to step up in October.In his annual review at the opening
session of the Legislative Council, the Governor said that the outlook of
Hong Kong was generally encouraging but immigration posed a serious threat
that the total figure in 1980 would be worrisome.The Governor also
revealed that during the first eight months of the year Hong Kong had
absorbed an additional 91,000 people through legal and illegal immigration
form China. Besides leaking some statistical figures, the Governor went
on to blame the illegal immigrants for the responsibility of the slow
improvement of medical services and the worsening of the housing problem.
At the Centenary Dinner of the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank in New York on
October 16, the Governor delivered a speech in which he stressed the
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inunigration problem could insidiously erode standards of life that have
been worked for and earned over the last two decades, and we are taking
strong measures to intercept the stream and soare the Chinese to whom it
is just as damaging as to us. (GIS Daily News Bulletin, supplement,
October 17, 1980, p. 5). After that the Governor visited Guangdong:, rom
October 19 to 21, accompanied by a senior unofficial member of the Executive
Council and a political advisor. The Government said that the Governor
would hold discussion on problem of illegal immigration as well as economic
affairs. In the policy address dab ate of the Legislative Council on October
22, the Hon. Wong Lam repeated an earlier appeal to the Government, to change
the arrangements regarding illegal immigrants so that a.11 development plans
already drawn up will continue at their former pace to improve the standard
of living of the people of Ilona Kong. Dr. lion. Rayson Huang also suggested
that in the short term, we must ensure that adequate measures are taken
to stem the flood and to provide physical deterrents sufficient to maintain
our stability. (GIS Daily News Bulletin. October 22, 1980, pp. 15-7).
It seems that after a series of preparatory work the time was ripe
for the Government to abandon the touch base policy. Government emphasized
that some drastic actions were strictly necessary because the worsening
phenomenon had reached a stage at which it posed dangers greater than those
involved in abandoning traditional policy. Also it was objectionable to
the Chinese Government as it was for Hong Kong, and the Chinese leaders at
central and provincial levels had given support to a change in policy.
Hence, on October 23, the Governor announced a set of new measures against
illegal immigration: (1) all those who came illegally from China would be
liable to be returned wherever detected (2) from October 23 until October
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26, those who were already in Hong Kong on October but had not got
identity cards would be able to register for them under special arrangcme:.ts
(3) compulsory carrying of proof of identity began on October 30 (4) on
November 3, it became illegal to employ any person who did not have an
identity card or certain specified proofs of identity.
The new policy was effective, and seemed to have received wide support
from the mass public. But in the newspapers we can still see different
views towards the Issue, Here it is through these views that we are
going to explore the characteristics of the press.
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S.2 Mcasurement and Testing of Hynotheses
Similar to our discussion on the routine mode of reporting, we have
a corresponding hypothesis set to describe the dynamics of reporting in
the crisis mode. It reads:
Hypothesis 2: In the crisis mode of reporting, the commercial papers
tend to play a manager role which upholds a partial-
advocacy view, while the political papers maintain a.
lawyer role which takes a greater-advocacy stand.
Again several sub-hypotheses are formulated to concretize and to
test the main hypothesis.
Sub-hypothesis 2.a-- In the reporting of the Il]_ega.l Immigr ants issue,
the commercial papers will give the greatest amount
of coverage, while the political papers will,
according to their own political stands, give varying
treatments. More specifically the leftist--political
papers will give insignificant amount of coverage but
the rightist-political papers will give far greater
amount.
Sub-hypothesis 2.b-- In the reporting of the Illegal Immigrant Issue,
the commercial papers will support government
decisions, while the political papers will go against
government decisions.
Sub-hypothesis 2.c-- In the reporting of the Illegal Immigrants Issue,
the commercial papers will pose a stand that they
speak: for the general. public of Hong Kong, while
the political papers will show sympathy towards
the illegal inmiigrants.
Sub-hypothesis 2.d-- In the reporting of the Illegal Immigrants Issue,
the commercial papers will treat the whole event as
as social issue, while the political papers will
consider it a political issue.
For the commercial papers, news on the illegal immigrants is sensational
enough to attract readers. Besides it is also a significant event covering
significant events is considered a manifestation of objective reporting.
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Thus, commercial al papers' news coverage of the illegal immigrants should
be greatest in quantity. Commercial papers usually abhore abrupt changes,
stand for the status quo, and tend to respect authorities. Their interests
coincide with that of the Government. Therefore, in the Illegal Im,lnigran.ts
Issue, the commercial papers support the Government. Commercial inperat Ves
also demand the downplay of politics, especitaJ ly the Chinese politics.
Thus, the corm-,iercial papers regard the Issue as a social event instead
of a. political one.
On the one hand, Beijing Government does not like to be embarrassed
by the exodus of its citizens to Hong Kong. So the leftist-political
papers do not want to give significant reports on the event. They would
give it minimum amount of news coverage in order to trivialize it. On the
other hand, Hong Kong has been viewed as part of China, and i t is a breach
of national sovereignty if Chinese citizens are not allowed to migrate
into Hong Kong. This is the reason why they would speak for the illegal
immigrants and go against Government's new immigration policy. It has
become a tradition for the leftists to politicize controversial events,
so it is not unusual for them to label the Illegal Immigrants Issue as
a political event.
Political rightists hold quite a different interpretation in this event.
This Issue, for them, is a good propaganda theme. It means that the
Communist Government cannot fulfill the expectation of the Chinese. The
greater the number of illegal immigrants from China is, the greater will
be the humiliation they suppose to give to the Communists. Hence, pro-KMT
groups would give a positive attitude to the entrance of the illegal
immigrants. This attitude makes the rightist-political papers spend huge
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amount of space to cover the event, support the fellow refugees, and
regard it as a political issue to embarrass the CCP. Although- the
rightist-political papers are by convention supporters of the Governmr,ent,
they do not share the same view with the Government in this Issue because
there are interest conflicts between them.
Findings
We analyze the news coverage on the "Illegal Immigrants" Issue by
the eight papers (which belong to four different categories) in. October
198010 The total number of different types of news items and the major
themes expressed by the editorials, special reports and letters to the
editors are recorded so as to give both qualitative and quantitative
analvses_
Fung (1980) has done a comparison. of the news coverage of illegal
immigrants from China by three Hong Kong newspapers of different political
stands. He focuses on the period from March 1979 to December. 1979, and
takes the leftist Ta Kung Pao, the rightist Hong Kong Times, and the elite-
commercial Ming Pao as samples. Some of his findings will be incorporated




Table 5.2 Ncws Coverage of the Illegal Immigrants Issue in
October 1980 by Type of Newslp,ipcr
Type of Newspaper
Leftist- Rghtist- Popular- Elite-
political.Tzue of Nes c orn e1 ciai comme ci a]p011t1Cal
(N=2) (N=2) (N=2) (N=2)
Recent
36* (1720)** 96 (4355) 68 (2920) 101 (4661)Development
Government
21 (690) 23 (736) 30 (1.228) 34 (1426Release
Illegal
6 (101) 14 (368) 30 (616) 43 (1019)Immigration
Government
11 (437) 11 (471) 1.6 (344) 18 (623)Policy
Opinion 3 (40) 15 (703) 6 (70) 28 (1268)
Statis icy 7 (92) 5 (146) 4 (18) 16 (393)
Crimc 2 (110) 10 (305) 8 (272) 9 (232)
Total 86 (5190) 174 (7084) 162 (5463) 249 (9622
of Daily
9% (11%) 20% (24%) 20% (24%) 22% (28%)Items
*It denotes the number of news items.
k*It denotes the area of news space in column cm.
Note: As the basis for comparison, the average daily number of news
items and news space (col. cm.) for various types of paper
are: leftist-political: 31 (924) rightist-political: 28 (965)
popular-commercial: 26 (724) elite-commercial: 37 (1118).
We can see from table 5.2 that the pattern of the news coverage is
compatible with our prediction. The elite-commercial papers, as firm
government supporters, always give the greatest amount of coverage both
in terms of number of items and total space. It is also true for each
type of news. The popular-commercial papers and the rightist-political
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papers give significant reports too. From the figures it is obvious
that the embarrassed leftist-political papers try to play down the issue.
Fung's (1980) study also gives supportive evidence to sub-hypothesis 2.a.
He has found that in the period from March 1.979 to December 1979, the total
number of news items of three different papers is as follows:
Table 5.3 News Coverage of the "Illegal Immigrants" Issue by
Three Newspapers from March 1979 to December 1979









Straight News 12 299 273
1 30 6Editorial




Sub-hypotheses 2.b to 2.d are tested by means of counting the number
of major themes expressed by different papers together with appropriate
quotations as illustrations. A survey of the opinions in October 1.980
as published by different papers shows:
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Table 5.4 Number of References by Different Newapers towards
Government in ''Illegal Immigrants' Issue
Leftist- Riglhtist- Popular- Elite-
Theme 01Lt1ca 1. Commercial commercialpolitical
1. Govt' s actions
are desirable 2(-) 2(-) 4(-) 7(+)
and well-done 1(+)*
2. Govt. bears no
responsibility for
0 04(-) 1(-)the worsening of
the Issue
We should
support the 0 0 0 3(+)
Government
Total 106 4 4
All number
13 22 16 34
of items
*It denotes the opinion of Hong Kong Times. Others in this column are
opinions of Kung Sheung Daily News.
Note: The figure indicates number of appearances(+) si n1 indicates
approval of the theme while(-) sign indicates opposite views.
The elite-commercial papers give positive evaluations towards Government's
new policy. They even announce full support to the Government. The
popular-commercial papers have repeatedly criticized Government's conservative
actions. But this only means that they are too enthusiastic to push the
Government towards the establishment of new measures against the illegal
immigrants. Political papers do not stand with the Government but for
different reasons. The leftist-political papers are much more straight-
forward in criticizing the Government, but the rightist-political papers
just mildly criticize the new actions for they do not want to go too far
from their traditional old friend (the Government). Some quotations from
the papers are given below.
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1. On Govc nment' s actions
Elite-commercial papers:
"The new measures are the most effective method to cool down
the desire of the potential illegal immigrants.
(Wah Kiu Yat Po, October 24, 1980, p. 3. 2)
To solve the problem of illegal immigration, Hong Kong Government
has long adopted realistic methods to tackle the problem
peacefully. This shows that the attitude of the British, especially
the Governor Sir Murray, is gentlemanly and practical.
(Wah Kiu Yat Po, October 26, 1.980, p.1.2)
The new policy announced by the Government is efficient and
effective Government's attitude is firm and decisive.... The
new method is strict and forceful. It can solve the problem
wi t.hout question.
(Ming Pao, October 24, 1980, p.4)
Popular- commercial papers:
Concerning the methods to deal with the huge influx of illegal
immigrants, our editorials have first pointed out that we should
relentlessly expatriate all of them...'
(Tin Tin Daly News, October 3, 1980, p.4)
For the stability of Hong Kong, we definitely cannot let illegal
immigrants rush to urban areas of Hong Kong. Now it seems that
the Government cannot resist at least part of our suggestions.
(Tin Tin Daily News, October 18•, 1980, P-1)
Rightist-political papers:
The Government has long adopted a humanitarian stand-point to
deal with the refugee problem, and has gained good reputations
from other nations. The practice of instant repatriation upon
arrestment cannot stop the Chinese from rushing to Hong Kong,
and may possibly lead to more criminal offences. It would
.immediately destroy our reputations.
(Hong Kong Times, October 22, 1980, p.4)
Leftist-political papers:
Hong Kong Government treats the illegal immigrants differently
.... On the one hand the Government mixes up the Vietnam refugees
and the illegal immigrants, and emphasizes repatriation of illegal
immigrants caught in the border areas. On the other hand it
announces that once they can. get into urban districts they will be
allowed to stay. This is extremely contradictory and not
understandable.
(Ta Kung Pao, October 24, 1980, p.4)
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2. On Government's responsibility
Rightist-political papers:
The original local citizens are still waiting for public housing
units. How can the illegal immigrants be provided with those
units? It is ridiculous for the Government to lay the responsibility
of this self-insoluble problem to the illegal immigrants!
(Kung Shoung Daily News, October 28, 1380, p.6)
Leftist-political papers:
Actually there exists no relationship between Hong Kong's problems
and the mainland immigrants. First, the bad living condition is
created by the high land price policy of the Government.... Second,
unemployment is caused not mainly by the illegal i,Y.L1- grants but
by the inequilibriun and speculation of the economy.... 'jai rd,
Government's lack of determinacy should be responsible for the
inadequate medical, housing and social services.
(Wen Wei Po, October 19) 1980, p. 6)
3. On supporting the Government
Elite-commercial papers:
This new policy deserves our full support.
(Wah Kiu Yat Po, October 24, 1980, p.3.2)
So the author always supports the measures taken by the Government.
(Wah Kiu Yat Po, October 26, 1980, p.1.2)
We of course should give whole-hearted support.
(Ming Pao, October 24, 1980, p.4)
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Sub-hypothesis 2. c
Table 5.5 Number of References by Different Newspapers towards
Illegal Immigrants in Illegal Immigrants Issue
Rightist- Elite-Popul ar-Leftist-




2. Illegal immigrants are
3(+)mainly responsible 00(--) 2(-)1(+)
for the bad condition 3(_),
3. We should take care of
illegal irunligrants and 1(+)7(+) 1(+4(+)
not despise them
4. Illegal immigrants






*It denotes the opinion of Kung Sheung Daily News. Others in this column
are opinions of Hong Kong Times.
Note: The figure indicates number of appearances(+) sign indicates
approval of the theme while(-) sign indicates opposite views.
The commercial papers blame the illegal immigrants for the additional
burdens they bring' to Hong Kong, and contend that they have shot the number
of criminal offences sky-high. The political papers, in contrast, emphasize
the contributions of the illegal immigrants to Hong Kong. The leftist-
political papers show sympathy to the Chinese immigrants, while the
rightist-political papers stress the illegal immigrants' fellow refugees"
identity.
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1. On contributions of the illegal immigrants
Rightist-political papers:
"....most of them are hard-working people, they sell their labour
to gain a living and contribute to their beloved society."
(Hong Kong Times, October 24, 1980, p.4)
Leftist-political papers:
People of the commercial field clearly know that in the past ten
years the local industry needs a lot of cheap labour forces. The
illegal immigrants are able to meet this demand justly....
They have created wealth for Hong Kong.... If we ignore their
contributions but try to blame them for all the present difficulties
arised in Hong Kong, that is obviously unjust.
(Ta Kung Pao, October 24, 1980, p.4)
2. On Illegal Immigrants' responsibility
Elite-commercial papers:
The greatest interference faced by the Community is the mass influx
of illegal immigrants from Guangdong province. It adds huge pressure
to our population problem, and destroys and interferes all social
and employment plans. The influx of the illegal immigrants must
become the root of social instability someday.
(Wah. Kiu Yat Po, October 14, 1980, p.2.1)
Popular-commercial papers:
"These escapers are 'lazy follows' they just want to 'enjoy life'
in Hong Kong,...basically they are a group of 'lazy citizens,'...
accepting them will. only increase our problems.
(Tin Tin Daily News, October 3, 1980, 1980, p.4)
3. On taking care of the illegal immigrants
All papers agree to take care of the already come illegal immigrants,
especially for the political papers:
"The innocent and much disturbed 'underground citizens' actually
deserve our sympathy."
(Hong Kong Times, October 29, 1980, p.4)
"Today immigrants from the Mainland can also create the prosperity
of tomorrow's Hong Kong. In view of the fact that both of us come
from the north of the border, we should help each other."
(Wen Wei Po, October 19, 1980, p.6)
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4. On the nature of the illegal immigrants
Elite-commercial papers:
In fact, some recent criminals are illegal immigrants.
(Ming Pao, October 5, 1980, p.1)
Popular-commercial papers:
Many of the illegal immigrants become criminals once they get
into Hong Kong. Only in the first nine months of this year,
recorded crimes amounted to over 600, not to mention other
serious and unreported crimes."
(Tin Tin Daily clews, October 27, 1980, p.1)
Also, similar pattern of differential attitudes shown by the press
towards the illegal immigrants has been found in Fung's (1980) study.
Fung finds that in the period from March 1979 to December 1979, the
leftist-political papers played. down the event while the rightist-political
papers reported in favour of the illegal immigrants, and the elite-commercial
papers gave negative responses to them.
Table 5.6 Attitude Distinction of Three Newspapers towards
Illegal Immigrants
Ta Kung Pao Hong Kong Times Ming Pao
Attitude towards (Rightist-(Leftist-
Illegal Immigrants political Commercial)Political)
For 2 (9)0* (0)** 88 (408)
Neutral 200 (1186) 195 (926)7 (32)
49 (247)Against 91 (366)6 (27)
Other 5 (164)(94)1 (6)
Total 343 (1935) 293 (1465)14 (65)







As expected, different papers give different labels to the Issue. The
commercial papers define it only as a local. social problem, but the political
papers tend to treat it as a political event. The leftist-political papers
explain for the Mainland, while the rightist-political papers blame the
Communists by treating the event as a propaganda.
Table 5.7 Number of References by Different Newspapers towards
Nature of Illegal. Immigrants Issue
Rightist-Leftist- Popular- Elite-
-politicalTheme commercial commercialpolitical
1. CCP is responsible 52(-) 5(+) 2(+) ( + )
2. It shows that Chinese
people detest communism 0 3(+) 0
E communism is failed
3. It is a political issue
0 2(-)1(+) 1(-)not an economical one
1(-)
Total 2 10 4 6
All number of
13 22 16 34
items
*It denotes the opinion of Kung Sheung Daily News. Others in this column
are opinions of Ilong Kong Times.
Note: The figure indicates number of appearances(+) sign indicates
approval of the theme while(-) sign indicates opposite views.
1. On the responsibility of CCP
Elite-commercial papers:
The Governor hopes that 'the communes in Guangdong province can
cool down people's desire to enter Hong Kong.' But are they
honestly cooperate as expected by the Hong Kong Government? Or
are they able to do so? These are very questionable.




The district Communist cadres are responsible for suppressing
illegal immigration.
(Kung Sheung Daily News, October 18, 1980,.p.2)
Leftist-political papers:
Our country (China) has border laws forbidding people going
out without permission. In recent years we have strong measures
against illegal immigration. The Hong Kong Government has to
admit that the number of illegal immigrants caught in the
Mainland border is far greater than that in the Hong Kong border.
Regarding the repatriated people, the Guangdong province never
refuse to accept them.
(Ta Kung Pao, October 24, 1980, p.4)
2. On the Practice of Communism
Rightist-political papers:
(The Illegal Immigrants Issue) hundred-percent proves that the
Chinese have no confidence in the Communist regime, or indicates
that they hold passive antagonistic attitude to detest the
Communist regime.... The Governor says that they (the illegal
immigrants) have low education levels and have no special skills.
This alos proves the. failure of the Communists' education...
Actually the problem is that CCP cannot stop the illegal
immigration.
(Hong Kong Times, October 3, 1980, p.2)
3. On the nature of the Issue
Elite-commercial papers:
According to government statistics, not even one of the illegal
immigrants came to Hong Kong is for political, ideological,
humanistic or religious reasons.
(Ming Pao, October 24, 1980, p.4)
Popular- commercial papers--.
No one thinks that the motive of the illegal immigrants is 'to
escape to freedom' everybody knows that they just want to
'enjoy' in Hong Kong.
(Tin Tin Daily News, October 3, 1980, p.4)
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Rightist-political papers:
One opinion says that the Mainland Chinese come to Hong Kong
for the sake of enjoying,' 'bears no relationship with politics.'
This opinion is either ignorant or wants to cover up the fact....
In a word, it is politics that counts it is social system that
counts.
(Hong Kong Times, October 4, 1980, p.2)
Leftist-political papers:
We have Co consider the nature of the problem form a legal. point
of view.... Legally speaking, Hong Kong is consessioned or leased
to England under unequal treaties. Even according to the Nanking
Treaty, Chinese in Guangdong province have rights to enter and
leave Hong Kong.... (the British) admit that China holds the
sovereignty of Hong Kong, and prepare to return Hong Kong to China
in appropriate time.
(Wen Wei Po, October 19, 1980, p.6)
On the whole, various sub-hypotheses are verified, which in turn
renders our second 'hypothesis more plausible. The only anomaly we found
is the reaction of Kung Sheung Daily News. It does not fully comply to
its supposed institutional nature. In the reporting of the Illegal
Immigrants Issue, we find that it acts more like a popular-commercial
paper than a purely rightist-political paper. Unlike Hong Kong Times,
Kung Sheung Daily News argues that the Government's touch base policy
is self-contradictory, it can only lead to the encouragement of more
illegal immigration (October 24, 1980, p.2). It also believes that the
influx of the illegal immigrants has caused great interference to the




A chapter for discussion concludes this. thesis. Section 6.1 gives
a self-critique towards the execution and findings of the thesis. It
concludes:
(1) an explanation of the discrepancies between hypotheses and data
(2) the defects and inadequacies of the study.
Section 6.2 is a review of the press politics and public opinion in
Hong Kong. It circumscribes:
(1) the decisive elements of the present press structure
(2) explanation of the existence of several. distinctive characteristics
of the local press
(3) a redefinition of public opinion with reference to the local media scene.
Section 6.3 discusses the problems of government control of the media
and government legitimacy. It tells:
(1) how legitimacy and hegemony are acquired through information control
(2) the potential danger faced by the press in dealing with government control,
Section 6.4 is a reconsideration of the concept of journalistic paradigm.
some major themes are:
(1) in addition to the political component, the commercial component should
also be considered
(2) objectivity is a much conditioned variable in the paradigm
(3) the significance of reportorial mode in understanding social processes.
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6.1 Discrepancies and Inadequacies
This thesis., like many other research studies, has its own limitations
and inadequacies. This is especially true for the present one because of
limited time, fresh experience and inadequate intellectual ability. It is,
therefore, a desirable practice to self-criticize this thesis so as to
learn from mistakes as well as to point out ways for further research.
One major problem of this thesis is that the empirical data. do not
fit the hypotheses (see sub-hypotheses l.a, l.b, l.c). The predicted
political-commercial demarcation does not seem to work well instead, in
the routine mode of reporting, another pattern clearly emerges with the
leftist-political papers and the popular-commercial papers in one group
while the rightist-political papers and the elite-commercial papers in
another. In other words, the pattern of reporting GIS news by various
papers may be better explained by some other factors, or some necessary
revisions of our proposed political-commercial typology have to be made
accordingly.
As suggested by the empirical results, it is plausible to redefine
the commercial nature of the press by another concept-- organizationness
-- which indicates the commercial pressure on the papers in daily routine
operations. Organizationness, operationally speaking, is measured by
the ratio of the space (newshole) for local news and the number of a
narti nin ar nrPcs nraaniti nn
Organizationness= Space (for local news)
Number of reporter
This means that for a better organized paper (having low organizationness
value) it should have more reporters responsible for certain area of space
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for local news. Put differently, each city reporter in a well-organized
press should be responsible for much less news space..
Our previous conceptualization of commercialization, as indicated by
the size and precentage of advertising and entertainment, only represents
the phenomenal dress-up rather than the determining factor in actual news
operations. One of the determining factors, the author speculates, seems
to be the organizationness of a paper which represents one dimension of
the commercial imperative.
On the other hand, the political nature of the press does not seem to
show its influence in routine news practice. The author would like to
suggest that in daily operations political ideals as ideologies may be
subsumed under the more diffused concept of news value. News value,
in a crude sense, is a multi-dimensional ideological make-up which includes
political ideals and other emotional and attitudinal components. In our
case, news value of the GIS release refers to (1) commercial appeal for
the popular-commercial papers (2) informative value for the elite-
commercial papers (3) political significance for the leftist-political
papers and (4) practical usage (to fill the newshole) for the rightist-
political papers.
Let us use these two new constructs in replacement of the original
broad political and commercial ones to see whether they are better predictors
of the press' treatment of GIS news. Table 6.1 shows the relative degree
of organizationness and news value towards GIS news of different types of
paper.
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Table 6.1 Predicted Treatment of GIS News by Various Newspapers as Seen
from Organizationness and Perceived News Value of GIS News
Elite-Popular-Rightist-Leftist-
commercialcommercialpolitical. political
TinKung Hong Sing WahTaWen
Tin KiuPaoKung Sheung KongWei IvIin g
Y. P PaoD. ND. ND. N. TimesPo Pao
Average Daily
951 897 1182 748 761 723 1422 815News Space
(col. cm.)
Number of 17 13 8 4 17 12 17 10
Reporter




LowMediumLowNews Value of Hi gi
GIS News
Predicted
Unfavourable Favourable Unfavourable FavourableTreatment of
GIS News
*See Chan (1981) and Wong (1981). The figures indicate number of full-time
reporters. Twn hart-time renorters are counted as one full-time reporter.
In table 6.1, the organizationness of the leftist-political and the
popular-commercial papers is high as indicated by their relatively few
news space and more reporters. By contrast, the rightist-political papers
have low degree of. organizationnesswhile the elite-commercial papers
situate in between. Similarly, both the leftist-political papers and the
popular-commercial papers regard GIS news as having low news value but for
different reasons: the former put emphasis on its political significance
and the latter stress its commercial appeal. The elite-commercial papers
count high on the informative function of GIS news while the rightist-
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political papers view it as practically useful though not having too
much intrinsic value. Organizationness and perceived news value together
serve as predictors of the treatment of GIS news by various types of paper.
In general, papers with low degree of organizationness and high perceived
value of GIS news will give more favourable treatment to GIS news, and
vice versa.
Based on the above discussion, table 6.2 presents a revised typology
of various types of paper and their respective treatment of GIS news:
Table 6.2 Revised Typology of Newspaper and Their Differential



















Upon post. facto analysis, the differential treatment of GIS news, as
predicted by this new conceptual framework, is echoed by the empirical data
(see tables 4.6 and 4.9). But, of course, this tentative explanation is
far from a satisfactory answer to our original problem. It only represents
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a rethinking of the problem which surely needs further research efforts.
Besides the discrepancies between hypotheses and data, some other
defects and inadequacies of this thesis should also be noted. The basic
problem concerns the somewhat mismatched relationship between theory and
data. Overall speaking, the concepts are too general, not clearly defined,
a little bit overdone and do not have enough empirical references. In
contrast, the data (GIS news release) are too restricted, not completely
relevant and so cannot properly test the proposed theory. To amend this
defect, further research should, for example, incorporates other information
released by GIS in addition to the daily newsletter.
Furthermore, the selection of the Illegal Immigrants Issue is also
problematic. The nature of the Issue by itself has determined the basic
attitudinal reference of different political papers towards the Government
and the Issue. Thus it is not a good case to test the objectivity/advocacy
differentiation nor to distinguish the political papers themselves. A
local political issue not related to China affairs should be selected for
examination.
One more point is that the number of paper selected should be expanded
in order to give more reliable results. For instance, twelve or more papers
should be included instead of eight.
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6.2 Press Politics and Public Opinion
At this stage it seems to be the case that press politics of Hong
Kong is a combination of at least three elements, of which the residual
Chinese party politics still occupies a dominant position. But the
political factor is facing an evergrowing challenge from the second element
-- the force of commercialization. The third element is the British
Government's press policy. Understanding the basic elements of the press
structure can help us come to grips with many of the local media phenomena.
In Hong Kong, press cleavage along the political line is a long-existed
phenomenon. We have the leftist Wen Wei Po and Ta Kung Pao, the pro-leftist
Ching Po Daily and Hong Kong Commercial Daily. At the other extreme we
have the rightist Hong Kong Times and Kung Sheung Daily News, the pro-rightist
Sing Tao Jih Pao and Express Daily News. Situated in between are the
centrist commercial papers such as Ming Pao, Sing Pao Daily News, Oriental
Daily News, etc. The commercial papers can further be differentiated into
the popular type and the elite type. Hence, we have a spectrum of papers
with different degrees of political identification and commercialization.
can graphically be shown in table 6.3.
In the table, the position of a paper shows its strength of political
ideiitificaiton along the horizontal axis and its commercial character along
the vertical axis. Extension from the origin of the axes shows increase
of magnitude. The reasons for the diversity of the press are due to the
continued influence of the Chinese party politics and the increasing
commercialization of the press industry.
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Note: Positioning of the newspapers is approximate.
Another distinctive characteristic of the local press is the existence
of huge amount of publications (see table 3.1). This is quite normal in
View of the easi.ness of publishing a newspaper or a magazine. Government's
Free press policy and favourable publication laws are of great help.
Furthermore, Hong Kong has reached a stage that de-massification of the
general public into many taste strata has occured, with each of them
being served by certain types of publication (see Gans, 1974). So we
have the South China Morning Post for the elites, Ming Pao for the middle
class, Oriental Daily News for the working class, Wen Wei Po for the
leftists, etc.
The third characteristic is the often-criticized low quality of the
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press. Media critics always complain that the local press in general
does not serve the public well by providing high-quality news, upright
commentaries and good-taste entertainments. This is justified. But to
most of the media bosses, they do not need to run a quality paper for
the sake of earning money. All they have to do is provide (sensational)
contents to satisfy their target readers. Owning a paper is not only
prestigious but also helpful to make money in other business. Hence they
do not mind to run a paper even at a small loss. To political activists,
the main function of the paper is to speak for a certain political party
quality of reporting does not matter seriously. Media managers usually
do not pay much to hire qualified journalists. Turnover rate of media
workers is high, especially for those young and/or better educated
reporters.
Another aspect concerns the formation of public opinion in Hong Kong.
From the above discussion we know that public opinion may not be the
public's opinion but may be opinion. made public by a small number
of people such as the news sources (including Government), media bosses,
journalists, or people of certain social groupings. Hence, public opinion
may actually be sectorial opinion newspaper may essentially be viewspaper.
News organizations generally present news and views according to their
own vested interests and ideological biases. In reporting a crisis, the
line of demarcation is their institutional nature and the nature of the
issue.
It is hard to tell whether the existence of a bunch of different
papers and divergent opinions is good or not. Pessimists would blame the
poor performance of the press, while optimists might celebrate what they
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regard as media pluralism. In our opinion, the press system is a
derivative of the larger social system. What exists in the whole must
have corresponding reflections in the parts. We have to accept the present
media reality in relation to the colonial Government, the two exogenous
Chinese regimes, and the commercial motives of the local media entrepreneurs.
We cannot just retain all the goodies and reject concomitant evils, or to
build castles in the air without an eye on the socio-political reality.
The present media structure offers opportunities (eg. promoting different
taste cultures and stopping opnion monopoly) but also sets constraints
(eg. preventing the press from rapid improvement). What should and can
be done (such as the desirability of media concentration) presents challenges
to media theorists and practitioners. But one implication is clear: to
become a well-informed reader one has to read more than one newspaper in
order to know the truth, and should gain basic background knowledge of
different papers.
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6.3 Government Control and Legitimacy
The Government learns by critical events: after the riot of 1967,
its governing philosophy has changed from a power-oriented to an authority-
oriented form. This is evidenced by the launching of the City District
Office Scheme and the sudden expansion of the GIS, both in 1968. Government
control over the media is. a significant issue. Careful observers can easily
find that the rapid expansion of the GIS is uncomparabie to the government
information systems of many other countries. Besides, the Government is
clever enough to avoid totalitarian reign. The adoption of the service
ideology is a good line of play to replace control by laws and force.
The services provided by the GIS are in general good in quality and large
in quantity. Virtually it becomes a kind of implicit control.
Hong Kong Government as a colonial government is acutely conscious of
the importance of ruling legitimacy. As pointed out by Mueller (1-975),
when a political system is held together by promises, material benefits
and coercion, it must control information and communication. This problem
of control is a problem of legitimacy. The riot of 1967 is actually a trust
crisis, a legitimation crisis. Hence the Government needs to bridge the
elite-mass gap, to facilitate as well as to control the communication channels,
and to consolidate legitimacy. In the process of information control two
complementary processes exist: political. socialization and crisis management.
In our case the former refers'to the functioning of the daily news bulletin,
and the Illegal Immigrants Issue is an example of the latter.
In our findings we can see that the Government is quite successful to
incorporate the press as its distribution network to reach the public. About
50% of the GIS news items are reported in the press, Positioning of the news
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can not be regarded as. bad. In terms of the distribution of contents and
the editorial control exercised by the press on government news, government
information can be said to have faithfully been reported by the press. In
view of the administrative nature of the GIS news, we cannot say that the
public is politically socialized by the Government, but is at least correct
to conclude that the public is well-informed of the Government's daily
routines. In the Illegal Immigrants Issue we can clearly identify the
steps taken by the Government to combat the crisis. Crisis management has
smoothly been carried out to promote Government's authority.
Borrowing from Gramsci, Gitlin (1980) poses the issue of hegemony
in addition to the old legitimation problem. He defines hegemony as a
ruling class's domination of subordinate classes and groups through the
elaboration and penetration of ideology into their common sense and everyday
practiceit is the systematic engineering of mass consent to the established
order. (Gitlin, 1980: 253) No institution, according to Gitlin, is devoid
of hegemonic functions in which the cultural apparatuses (including journalism)
play the most important part. Hence the study of hegemony can lead to' fruitful
understanding of modern social and political processes. Following this line
of argument, it is interesting to ask how and to what extent the Government
legitimizes its authority and gains hegemony through information control.
This is a significant research problem that deserves our attention.
In response to Government's conscious efforts to control information
and communication, the press-is faced with the danger of being incorporated
as a non-governmental spokesman for the Government. How to break bureaucratic
red-tapes in order to gain access to government information? How to resist
propaganda but still remain as a watchdog? These are some of the major
problems the local press is facing in political reporting.
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6.4 Journalistic Paradigm Reconsidered
Finally we come to the construct of journalistic paradigm proposed
by Chan (1981). Chan maintains that political element (party identification)
is the most important component in the journalistic paradigm (at least it
is true for the local scene). The opinions of the papers in many issues
reflect their own underlying political stands. This is, to a great extent,
true. But it does not necessarily mean that the political factor can take
full account of the media phenomena in Hong Kong. For example, in the
Illegal-Immigrants Issue, Kung Sheung Daily News should have behaved
similarly to the rightist Hong Kong Times. But in fact it resembled the
popular-commercial Tin Tin Daily News in.its reporting of the Issue. To
give another example, the pro-CCP Ching Po Daily and the Hong Kong Commercial
Daily did not lend helping hands to the illegal immigrants but on the
contrary supported. Government's actions against illegal immigration. This
shows a marked difference from the conventional leftist Wen Wei Po and Ta
Kung Pao. These anomalies can only be explained by adding a new variable
-- the commercial factor. These three papers, in addition to their political
identification, show strong tendency of commercialization. Commercial
imperative makes them gave sympathy as well as support to Government's
new immigration policy. In fact, the commercial component of the journalistic
paradigm may even be more decisive than the political component in the
context of advanced capitalist societies. On the other hand, the dominance
of the political component in journalistic practice of the Third World
riintri es is a reasonable hvnothesis.
The notion of objectivity represents another major component in the
journalistic paradigm, especially for Western journalism. But it is
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equally wrong to treat objectivity as an absolute, unchanged component. It
is conditional upon different specific journalistic paradigms of different
cultures. More specifically, its value depends on the dominant institutional
nature of the press and the situational context of reporting. For example,
for the commercial press in a routine context, objectivity is a much cherished
ideal but for the political press in a critical situation, advocacy seems
to be the more prevalent ideology.
Differentiation of the two modes of reporting may have analytical and
practical' significance. The dialectical relationship between the routine
mode and the crisis mode is, the author speculates, similar to the relationship
between normal science and scientific revolution'.' proposed by Thomas Kuhn
(1970). In the history of natural. sciences, Kuhn suggests that it is through
the continual interchange of the normal science phase and the revolutionary
phase that sciences grow. In journalism, the two reportorial modes also
succeed each other to lay the contexts for reporting. Of course we should
be aware that this analogy is not perfect: the revolutionary phase in natural
sciences brings about a displacement of paradigms, but normally the crisis
mode in journalism only represents the explicit emergence of media dynamics.
However, new elements (such as new knowledge, new experiences, or structural
rearrangements) may arise in the crisis mode which may lead to a change in
the dominant journalistic paradigm. Thus, a theoretical implication may be
that we should put more emphasis on the analysis of critical events in order
to understand how paradigms shift form one to another. The routine mode
does not show much internal dynamics of the press, but is still important as
object for analysis of implicit socialization and the formation of soc-io-
political hegemony (the social construction and definition of reality).
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NOTES
1. See, for example Schiller (1973 1976
2. See, for example, Miners (1979) King (1975) Hoadley (1973)
3. They are the Reform Club of Hong Kong, the IIong Kong Civic Association,
the United Nations Association of Hong Kong, the' Democratic Self-
Government Party, the Labour Party, the Hong Kong Socialist Democratic
Party of Hon R KonR and the Liberal Democratic Party.
4. The Standing Committee on Pressure Groups (SCOPG) was established
specially for the monitoring and dealing with the growing pressure groups.
See Chan (1981) for elaborations on the local pressure groups.
S. Wah Kiu Yat Po, March 15, 1977, p.3.
6. This may not be the most appropriate method. A better way to selecl
sample dates is by using the constructed week method-- random
probabilistic selection of Mondays, Tuesdays, ...etc.
7. According to our sampling frame, we should select January 1, 1982
(Friday). But three newspapers in our sample did not publish papers
on the second day of the New Year, so we take January 8, 1982 (the
following Friday) as supplement.
8. The naming of the roles is according to the literature on gatekeeping
studies. The term gatekeeper is coined by Lewin (1947) and popularized
by Janowitz (1975). Manager is borrowed from Schiller's book The
Mind Manager (Schiller, 1973). Lawyer is also used by Janowi.tz.
The choice of the word messenger is my own..
9. The two studies were carried out in 1981 but in different periods
Hence the findings are somewhat different from each other. The
figures presented here are averages of the two studies'.
10. Unfortunately, Sing Pao Daily News refused to give convenience to the
author. So in the analysis of the Illegal Immigrants Issue the,
category of popular-commercial papers does not include Sing Pao Daily
News (i.e. Tin Tin Daily News remains as the only representative of
the nontil ar- commercial naoers).
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APPENDIX I
Underlying Features 'of GIS News
















Table a. shows that position of news item is positively and
mildly associated with official's rank, i.e. the higher the
official's rank, the greater the chance would the news item
concerning that official be placed in the front part of the
bulletin.










Table b. shows that the higher the official's rank is, the




Table. c. Nature of News by official' s Rank
Official' s Rank









Table c. shows that nature of news is mildly related with
official's rank. Top-rank officials usually appear in
opinion news while low-rank officials are responsible for
factual news.
Table d. Position of News by Nature of News
Official's Rank








Table d. shows that position of news is mildly related with
nature of news. Opinionated news usually acquires front
position in the GIS news bulletin.
X2=10.247 p<0.05
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Table. e. Length of News by Nature 'of News
Nature o f News






Crammer's V = 0.364
Table e. shows that opinionated news is usually longer it
length than factual news.
= 34.224 p < 0.001
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APPENDIX II
Percentage Distribution of Newsholes of Various Newspapers
Name of Social E con Int'1 Entert.Pages Enter- Adver
Newspaper per Day Newsl News2 News NewsNews2 tainment4 tising
% %
%
% % % % %% %
Wen Wei Po 12 16 2713 10 9 26
Ta Kung Pao 10 10 1913 7 18 36
11 2211 26Ching Po Daily 12 5 25
Hong Kong Com-
12 10 8 196 30 27
mercial Daily
Wah Kiu Yat Po 36 7 17 5 7 9 55
Sing Tao Yih Pao 42 34 4 814 4
20Ming Pao 7 2 7 11 16 57
South China
59 6 10 9 7 2 66
Morning Post
11 2Oriental Daily News 24 6 11 17 53
Sing Pao Daily News 23 5 2 94 13 67
13Tin Tin Daily News 8 7 21 2041
12 10 34 25Hong Kong Times 8 11 12
Kung Sheung
12 16 2413 15 14 18
Daily News
7 2220 2315 13Express Daily News 16
1Social news refers to local social and political news, excluding community
.news such as anniversary celebrations of associations or launching of new clubs,
2Economic news also includes community news.
3Entertainment news includes reports on sports, horse-racing and dog-racing,
and gossips of the entertainment circle.
4Entertainment includes short stories, cartoons, fixed special columns, special
topics on dressing, food, travelling, etc.
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APPENDIX II:
Coverage of GIS News by Various Newspapers
Daily SpaceSpaceNo. of No. of Daily
% of of GIS of All % ofGIS Iten All ItemsName of
Ppr Dnv GIS News ItemsPer DayNewspaper Items GIS Items
11.9 11.1105.8 951.132.03.8Wen Wei Pc
67.6 896.910.030.03.0 7.5Ta Kung P ac
Kung Sh e un g 1182.217.0 172.1 14.633.65.7
Daily News
113.4 747.9 15.221.6 19.94.3Hong Kong Times
761.1 10.511.73.6 30.9 79.6Sing Pao Daily Neils
723.1 8.421.5 13.52.9 61.0Tin Tin Daily New





Coverage of Illegal Immigrants Issue by Various Newspapers in October 1980*
Kung Hong Tin Tir Wah
Type o: Ta Kung Wen Wei Sheung Kong Daily Ming Kiu
News Pao Po Daily News Times News Pao Yat Po
Recent
14 22 54 42 34 70 31Develnment
Government
10 11 16 15 14 20Release
Illegal




4 7 7 34 70 31
Policy
Opinio 3 0 8 3 11 17
Statistics 3 4 4 1 2 8 8
Crime 0 2 49 4 S
27 38 89 62 81 123 92







Code Book for GIS News
Code Columi
01-99 1-21. Item Numbei




8-10001-999S. Length (column cm.)
111-56. Nature of News:
a. Pure fact, with time
b. Pure fact, no time indicated
c. fact, with opinion
d. opinion, with fact
e. pure opinion
























1. Item Number 01-99 1-2
2. Year 1-2 3
3. Month 4-S01-12
4. Date 01-31 6-7
S. Length (column cm.) 001-999 8-10
6. Name of Newspaper 1-8 11.
a. Wen Wei Po
b. Ta Kung Pao
c. Kung Sheung Daily News
d. Hong Kong Times
e. Sing Pao Daily News
f. Tin Tin Daily News
g. Wah Kiu Yat Po
h. Ming Pao
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